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WEATHER 
TODAY: Sunny, high 
70°F, low 48°F. 
TUESDAY: Partly 
cloudy high 72°F, 
low 52°F. 
WEDNESDAY: Partly 
cloudy, high 68°F, 
low 49°F. 
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Dukes slog to 13-10 victory 
Team battles penalties, fumbles, weather for hard-fought win 
by Seth Burton 
assistant sports editor 
MELISSA PALLADINOfrmioT- photographer 
Freshman tail back Delvin Joyce (#3) scrambles down the field during Saturday night's game, closely 
followed by the Minutemen defense. The Dukes rushed for a total of 90 yards against UMass. 
Coming off a rousing upset of 
sixth-ranked East Tennessee 
State University last week, many 
figured the JMU football team 
would have momentum heading 
into Saturday's match-up with 
winless University of 
Massachusetts. 
However, the Dukes' momen- 
tum seemed to be slowed by 
penalties, fumbles and a rain- 
soaked field as they held on for 
an ugly 13-10 victory over the 
Minutemen at Bridgeforth 
Stadium. 
"Welcome to the Atlantic-10," 
JMU coach Alex Wood said 
about the hard-fought victory. 
"We'll take the win, but we 
know we have a lot of work to 
do to beat the guys we want." 
Junior strong safety Mike 
Masella was a big reason the 
Dukes beat UMass, as he recov- 
ered a fumble and snagged two 
interceptions. 
The game was perhaps foot- 
ball at its ugliest, as both teams 
contributed enough penalties, 
turnovers and miscUes to leave 
the Bridgeforth crowd grum- 
bling about more than the weath- 
er. 
UMass came to Bridgeforth 
having been outscored 70-12 in 
their first two games, but their 
defense held the Dukes to only 
203 total yards, 90 of those on the 
ground. 
UMass coach Mike Hodges 
said, "We stepped up well on 
defense. We had not done that in 
the previous games." 
The Dukes once again failed to 
establish a running attack, as 
freshman Delvin Joyce rushed 
for 62 yards on 17 attempts and 
freshman Zeb Clark mustered 
nine yards on seven carries. 
Freshman Anthony Moore ran 
for his first career touchdown, a 
14-yard run in the first quarter, 
but he was relatively quiet after 
that, gaining only 14 more yards. 
Wood said about the running 
game, "It's still not what we 
want." 
The game was a sloppy affair 
long before the rain started to 
see DUKES page 2 
Playboys naked truth: 
JM's in top 100 bars 
by Nicole Caddigan 
contributing writer 
Harrisonburg bares a little piece of itself in this month's issue of 
Playboy. The magazine named JM's Bar & Grill one of the "Top 100 
College Bars in America." * 
Playboy went on campus to poll students from 150 randomly select- 
ed colleges around the nation and surveyed thousands more students 
via the Internet in May about their favorite bars. 
2,500 students voted online through "Beyond the Wall," 
[www.beyondthewall.com] a leading web site for college marketing. 
Students who randomly tapped into the site could vote. Playboy com- 
bined the results of the on-campus and Internet polling into one final 
top 100 list. 
The main criteria for the first-ever top 100 bars list were atmo- 
sphere, service and cheapness, Jennifer Bieber, Playboy magazine's 
spokesperson, said. 
"I know cheapness is a priority," Bieber said. "I remember being in 
college." 
JM's owner John Waterman is pleased about the recognition. 
"I was really surprised," he said. "This is pretty cool." 
Waterman believes JM's popularity is due to its location and tradi- 
see JM'S page 2 
Vandals strike cars 
in apartment lots 
by Kate Springer 
contributing writer 
Recent car vandalism incidents in off-campus 
apartment complex parking lots has left some JMU 
students upset and frustrated. 
Junior Michelle Leckner, who lives in Forest 
Hills Townhouses, awoke Sept. 12 to find someone 
had used a cinder block to smash the windshield 
and driver's side window of her car. Two cars next 
to her's also had their front windows taken out, and 
the window of a fourth car had a hole smashed in 
it. 
"It looked like total revenge, like someone was 
out to get you," Leckner said. 
Some neighbors told Leckner Friday morning 
they heard a loud noise at about 3:30 a.m. Thursday 
night, Leckner said. When they looked outside, 
they reportedly saw three white males running 
away from the area where the cars were parked. 
Leckner called Harrisonburg Police. When HPD 
arrived, Leckner said HPD told her there was noth- 
ing they could really do and there would be no 
investigation. "I was really scared," she said. "I felt 
really unsafe." 
Another incident of vandalism occurred two 
weeks ago when one of the wheels on senior Doug 
Smith's car was stolen. Smith lives in Madison 
Gardens apartment complex. The wheel, hubcap 
and lugnuts were missing, Smith said. 
"I think it's rather immature to randomly steal a 
wheel," he said. 
Smith called HPD and filled out a report, but 
HPD told him there was nothing they could really 
do, he said. "I didn't get the impression that any- 
thing was really going to be done about it," Smith 
said. "[The officer) really didn't seem too sympa- 
thetic." 
According to HPD Lt. B.D. Gregory, there have 
been about three reports of cars being vandalized 
or broken into in the last week. "The only thing we 
can do, unless we have a lead, is give that area extra 
patrol," he said. 
Vandalism is a pretty common crime in 
see VANDALS page 2 
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CORRECTION 
In the Sept. 18 issue of The 
Breeze, the article "Speaker 
bridges gap between cultures" 
should have said 48 students 
attended, making it the second 
largest crowd ever at a Brown 
Bag lecture. 
The Breeze regrets the error. 
continued from page 1 
pelt the turf towards the end of the second 
quarter, as the Dukes committed seven 
penalties for a total of 61 yards. 
The JMU offense lacked the scoring 
punch it showed against East Tennessee, as 
it struggled to capitalize on four UMass 
turnovers. 
"We shot ourselves in the foot in the red- 
zone," Wood said. 
JMU sophomore quarterback Greg 
Maddox struggled at times Saturday, as he 
overthrew and under threw receivers. 
Maddox finished 11-26 for 113 yards, 
although his 35-yard touchdown pass to 
freshman wide receiver Earnest Payton at the 
end of the first half proved to decide the 
game. 
Even the touchdown pass wasn't aes- 
thetically pleasing, as Maddox and the 
Dukes drove downfield against a stiff wind 
and a UMass defense led by junior 
linebacker Khari Samuel, who recorded 13 
tackles. 
Maddox said, "I didn't play well at all. I 
didn't throw the ball well." 
Maddox picked up the UMass blitz and 
scrambled to his left. UMass corner back Ben 
Scott, who was covering Payton, slipped, 
allowing Payton to gather the ball and waltz 
into the end-zone. 
It appeared the Dukes would pick up 
right where they left off last Saturday, as 
Joyce took the opening kick-off 72 yards to 
the UMass 25 yard line. 
The drive ended prematurely when 
Nelson Gamer continued his field goal kick- 
ing troubles, sending the 34-yard attempt 
wide right. 
UMass freshman tailback Marcel Shipp's 
fumble on the second play from scrimmage 
was recovered by Masella, and six plays later 
Moore took a pitch from Maddox and ran 
into the end zone untouched to give the 
Dukes a 7-0 lead. 
With two minutes left in die first quarter, 
UMass sophomore quarterback Jeff Smith 
threw his first of three interceptions as 
MELISSA PALLKDWO/senior photograph? 
Loyal JMU fans braved the sloppy weather Saturday to cheer on the Dukes. The team is 2-1 
going into next weekend's game against the University of Maine. 
Masella picked off the ball and returned it 17 
yards to the UMass 18 yard line. 
Again, the Dukes wasted an opportunity 
and after three plays were forced to attempt 
another field goal. 
Garner pushed the ball barely wide to 
the right, leaving him 4-8 on the season. 
Wood brought in Mike Glover to attempt 
the extra point on Payton's touchdown, but 
his miss merely extended the Dukes' kick- 
ing woes. 
Wood said, "We were just trying to see if 
we could find someone who can punch one 
through." 
With 2:57 left in the first half, the 
Minutemen capitalized on a JMU turnover, 
as Joyce fumbled an Andy Maclay punt 
which was recovered by UMass. 
The Minutemen needed just three plays 
for full back Jim Pizano to even the score at 
JM'S 
continued from page 1 
u It's hard to 
imagine something 
of that caliber in 
Playboy 
magazine. 
Chris Hennigan 
junior 
JM's deals offered throughout 
the week attract a lot of students 
with tight budgets, Waterman 
said. 
Mondays celebrate football 
games with $.20 wings and $2.00 
pitchers. Tuesday nights, ladies 
can enjoy $1.50 pitchers. 
Thursday dime drafts are a 
favorite with students and on 
Fridays, 22-ounce JM's mugs are 
available for a dollar. 
"It's incredible," Junior Chris 
Hennigan said. "JM's is just a 
small town bar. It's hard to imag- 
ine something of that caliber in 
Playboy magazine." 
Senior Craig Sell said, "It's 
great. I love JM's because of the 
locality, cheap beer, and it's 
good for social congregation," 
he said. "It's a good place to 
blow off steam after a hard 
week's work." 
tion that has evolved since its 
establishment about 20 years ago. 
"When the freshmen and 
sophomores turn 21, they want to 
know where to go," Waterman 
said. "Everyone talks about JM's 
and what a good time they've 
had there." 
Waterman, a former JMU stu- 
dent, has been with JM's since 
1990. He worked as a delivery 
person and a bartender before 
becoming the owner a little over 
one year ago. 
Low prices may have given 
JM's an advantage over other 
local bars. SCOTT TROBAUGH/s-nior artist 
seven on a four-yard run. 
Then, moments before the first half ended, 
Maddox led the Dukes on their final scoring 
drive, throwing directly to Payton in the 
end zone. 
The second half was no better for either 
team, although UMass put together a decent 
drive in the third quarter resulting in a field 
goal for the final margin. 
With time running down in the game and 
Smith trying to rally the Minutemen, the 
panicky UMass quarterback threw another 
interception to Masella, and one to free safety 
Tony Booth, who led the Dukes with 18 tack- 
les. 
Masella said, "I changed my alignment a 
little, and he threw the ball right at me." 
The Dukes meet the University of Maine 
next week in an away game at Orono, Maine 
at 1 p.m. 
Vandals  
continued from page 1 
Harrisonburg and not just limit- 
ed to student apartment com- 
plexes. 
"The thing with vehicles is that 
they are in parking lots and are 
accessible," Gregory said. 
Most of the time cars are tarn-' 
pered with in order to steal some- 
thing inside such as a camera or a 
car stereo. The most common 
time for vandalism to occur is at 
night. "Usually, [vandals] take 
advantage of the darkness," he 
said. 
Gregory said there are several 
different ways students can pro- 
tect their cars: 
• Always lock your car to 
make it harder for someone to get 
inside. 
• Take any valuables along 
with you before leaving your car 
in a parking lot. 
• If you live in an apartment 
complex, park in a well lighted 
area. 
• If there is not sufficient light- 
ing available in your complex, 
talk to your landlord about what 
type of security they are willing 
to provide. 
i jjn. 
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by Neal Crovo 
police reporter 
Campus police report the 
following: 
Fire Alarm 
• Harrisonburg Fire Depart- 
ment responded to a fire alarm 
activated by an overheated 
dryer in UREC at 11:14 a.m. 
Sept 16. 
Grand Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals 
allegedly stole a 5'x30' roll of 
rubber flooring material from the 
hallway of Duke Hail at 10:30 
am. Sept 18. 
The material is valued at 
$400. 
• Unidentified individuals 
allegedly stole 12 sign posts 
from the sktewaft that runs from 
Driver Drive to the A-entrance at 
the Convocation Center at 2:07 
p.m. Sept 18. 
Four sign posts were 
recovered in the woods but 
eight are missing. The sign 
posts are valued at $800. 
Petty Larceny 
• Unidentified individuals 
allegedly stole a cellular phone 
antenna from a vehicle in P-Lot 
at 8 am Sept. 17. 
• Stephanie L. McClung, 24, 
and Natasha J. Hitching, 21, 
both non-students of Harrison- 
burg, were arrested and 
charged with petty larceny for 
possession of snacks from an 
unsecured vending machine in 
Wilson Hall Annex at 12:10 a.m. 
Sept 18. 
Trespass  notices  were 
Recovered Stolen 
Property/ Property 
damage 
• A student was judicially 
charged with property damage 
after a street sign for Carrier 
Drive and Bluestone Drive was 
found in the student's room in 
Chappelear Hall at 11:48 p.m. 
Sept 16. 
The sign was bent and 
broken off its post. 
E-Mail Harassment 
• Unidentified individuals 
allegedly sent harassing e-mail 
messages to a student in 
Gifford Hall at 10:55 a.m. Sept 
18. 
An investigation continues. 
Property Damage 
• A student was judicially 
charged with property damage 
after damaging a bulletin board 
and scribbling on a door and 
wall in Hillside Hall at 2:41 am 
Sept 19.   ' 
Number of drunk in public 
charges since June 4:15 
Number of parking tickets 
issued between Sept 9-15:806 
Proposed plan to keep students 
out of quiet Old Town 'Burg houses 
by Kelly Harmon 
contributing writer 
Students looking to live out- 
side the Port Republic Road area 
will have fewer options if the 
Harrisonburg City Council passes 
an amendment to a residential- 
zoning ordinance. The amend- 
ment would eliminate boarding 
houses in the old town area. 
The 10 existing boarding hous- 
es, located primarily in the Old 
Town district, on South Mason 
Street, are owned by landlords 
who provide lodging and/or 
meals for a maximum of six stu- 
dents in return for rent. 
"The amendment to the ordinance 
will remove future boarding hous- 
es from the [Old Town] residential 
zone," said Stacy Turner, director 
of planning and community 
development for Harrisonburg. 
The amendment will not affect 
existing boarding houses and the 
students who rent them or will 
rent them in the future. 
The planning commission 
approved the language of the 
amendment Aug. 13. 
Turner said the planning com- 
mission held a public hearing 
Sept. 10 to discuss the issue, but 
few people attended it. 
"Generally, we don't have a 
large turnout [for a public hear- 
ing]," she said. 
Already operating boarding 
houses may continue only if they 
continue to maintain valid busi- 
ness licenses and permits. 
Landlords must also continue to 
have annual building and fire 
inspections of houses. 
In July, the Harrisonburg 
AMY JOSEPWconlribuling photographer. 
Senior Melanie Snyder studies on Mason Street yesterday afternoon. 
Unlike Port Republic Road, Mason is lined with Victorian houses. 
[area] where the houses . . . have 
not been maintained. Winter 
comes and [the students] realize 
that their house is cold, yet they're 
paying for heat." 
Some view the amendment as 
an attempt to contain off-campus 
students in a designated area of 
town away from single-family 
homes and neighborhoods. 
Jim McConnel, director of cam- 
pus life, said many long-term 
community residents are upset by 
the growth of Harrisonburg and 
are unfairly blaming students. 
"People are upset there's too 
much traffic, or [because] they 
have to wait in line at a restau- 
rant," he said. "Harrisonburg is 
growing in a lot of ways. It's easy 
to blame the students but there are 
other factors," he said. Many 
businesses have come to 
Harrisonburg, causing the city to 
grow. The location of the city near 
a busy highway has also caused 
growth. 
John Byrd, city councilman, 
said students should live in hous- 
ing exclusively built for them 
instead of residing in city neigh- 
borhoods. 
"Student housing should be in 
areas that are being built for that 
Planning Commission began 
researching the validity of elimi- 
nating future boarding houses 
from the Old Town section based 
on complaints of noise and van- 
dalism in city neighborhoods near 
the boarding houses. 
Students' living conditions in 
the houses were also a concern. 
Some living in the boarding hous- 
es have complained their land- 
lords didn't clean the houses dur- 
ing the summer, leaving debris for     purpose instead of being spread 
them to pick up when they moved 
in. 
Mel Maher, director of the cen- 
ter for off-campus living, said stu- 
dents should consider the positive 
aspects of the amendment before 
passing judgment. 
"There are people that take 
advantage of students," she said 
"Often students have been living 
in conditions in the Old Town 
around to areas that are not," he 
said. "This is a density issue. 
There are other people moving 
into this community that need 
housing." 
The city council will hold 
another public hearing Oct. 14 at 
7:30 p.m. in the city council cham- 
bers in the Main Municipal 
Building before voting on the final 
passage of the amendment. 
High-rise safety issues sprinkle down in Eagle 
State-mandated, automatic sprinkler system will be installed in Eagle Hall this summer 
by Lisa Rosato 
contributing writer 
In an effort to increase safety on campus, 
Eagle Hall will be equipped with a state-man- 
dated sprinkler system beginning next sum- 
mer. 
In December 1996, the Virginia General 
Assembly passed a mandate requiring all cam- 
pus high-rise buildings be equipped with 
sprinkler systems. 
According to Richard Garber, a safety engi- 
neer, JMU tried to get approval from the state 
engineering department to install the system 
last summer, but paperwork took longer than 
expected to get approval from the state. The 
state granted permission for installation late 
last summer. 
For the last five years, Eagle Hall has used a 
water tower within the building to pump in 
water in case of a fire. The disadvantage to this 
system is that a fireman must be present to 
operate the system, while sprinklers are auto- 
matic. This system will remain in place along 
with the new sprinkler system. 
The total cost of the new sprinkler system is 
about $450,000, but until the construction com- 
panies bid for the contract later this fall, JMU 
will not know the exact cost of the project. 
Five years ago when Garber and the engi- 
neering staff elected to install the fire pump 
and stand pipe system, no state or federal 
codes required sprinkler systems in high-rise 
buildings. 
"Since 1970 [when Eagle was built], Eagle 
Hall has been a safe building," Fred Hilton, 
director of media relations, said. "The 
Harrisonburg Fire Department ladders reach 
beyond the top of the hall, and it has [the 
pump and stand pipe system] that is not in a 
lot of high rise halls. . . The [new] sprinklers 
will provide an added element of safety." 
Alan MacNutt agrees that sprinklers work 
but said "by the time the sprinklers in one per- 
son's room go off the person may already be in 
trouble. Sprinklers work more to preserve the 
building and to give others a better chance to 
get out." 
Last year, sprinklers did just that for a 
group of students in Wampler Hall celebrating 
a birthday party. Students placed a lit cake on a 
chair and when they lifted it and left the room, 
a candle fell on the chair and set the chair on 
fire, MacNutt said. The sprinkler above went 
off and put out the fire. 
Wampler is the only residence hall with a 
sprinkler system because it was built after fire 
codes changed to mandate sprinklers in 1994. 
Many Eagle Hall residents think the new 
sprinkler system'will make it a safer, more fire- 
proof building. Freshman Mark Dicicco said, "I 
think the building is pretty safe now with fire 
alarms and smoke detectors, but in case of a 
fire, a sprinkler system would make me feel 
more safe." 
Freshman resident Pat Kempter agreed. 
"The fire alarms so far have all been deliberate, 
but in case of an actual fire, sprinklers would 
definitely enhance the safety of Eagle," he said. 
Some residents were not aware of the 
upcoming installation. 
"The new sprinkler system has not been 
widely publicized, but I think it would add to 
the overall safety of the building" Eagle Hall 
resident Brooke Nielson said. 
The project will definitely commence at the 
end of the [current] school year, Garber said 
"The project is just too disruptive to take 
place while the school year is going on and 
people are living in the building," he said. 
"Waiting till the close of school is the best 
option." 
see SPRINKLERS page 9 
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SAVE   OUR   COMPUTERS 
TUes., September 23 
Wed., September 24 
Edfartier 
;R]«-   'MIO* Itaatoi 
Thurs., September 25 
WHEN  WE  WERE 
KINGS 
Fri., September 26 
Sat., September 27 
MY BEST 
FRIENDS 
Sun., September 28 
BODY 
HEAT 
All Movies are $2.00 
Movies show at 
7:00 and 930PM Tues. ■ Sat 
Sunday movies show at 
7:30pm and are FREE 
Movies are subject to change 
The University Program Board is seeking a 
Multimedia * Information Systems Technician 
This Is a paid position. 
Job Requirements: 
• Proficient with PC and Macintosh computing systems 
• Revise and maintain the UPB web site 
• Oversee all UPB computers 
• Provide computing support for the UPB 
executive council 
• Create multimedia presentations 
• 10 office hours per week 
• Attend executive council meetings 
Applications can be picked up In 
the UPB Office - Taylor 233. 
Applcatlons are due 
Monday. September 29 
by 5pm. 
Please submtt samples 
of any web sites or 
multimedia presentations 
you have done. 
JMU' 
TALENJ^7 
THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD'S COMEDY AND MUSICAL TALENT SHOW 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
IN THE UPB OFFICE (TAYLOR 233) 
APPLICATIONS DUE 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26 
AS SEEN 
ON TV 
SHOW INFORMATION 
HOMECOMING 1997 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16 
8:00PM • WILSON HALL 
The Home-spun Humor of 
Comedian 
VIC HENLEY 
Monday, Sept. 29 
P.C. Ballroom 
8:00PM 
ONLY $2.00 
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Faculty Senate discusses qualities for vice president of academic affairs 
Committee attempts to fill position quickly while allowing faculty input 
by Hillary Katherine Zahm 
faculty reporter 
Faculty Senate members voiced their 
opinions about the Vice President of 
Academic Affairs Search Committee at 
Thursday's Faculty meeting. 
Senators emphasized the qualities they 
want the new VPAA to possess. Senate 
Marshal Carl Weaver said he hopes the 
search committee will not ". . .look for 
someone who is using [the VPAA post] as 
a stepping stone." 
The committee is composed of various 
faculty members, Weaver and Speaker 
Arch Harris, two department heads, one 
dean, one vice president, one student and 
acting VPAA Doug Brown, who is serving 
in a non-voting capacity. 
Roger Soenksen is the chair of the 
VPAA Search Committee. Harris said the 
committee will place an "emphasis on 
scholarly leadership and consensus goals" 
in the search to fill the position. Senator 
Greg Versen expressed an interest in see- 
ing racial and gender variety in the candi- 
dates for the position. He said he "would 
like to see some diversity at that level." 
According to Harris' speaker's report, 
"The committee is creating an evaluation 
that will be used to compare the candi- 
dates." Faculty can make suggestions 
about the qualities they would like the 
VPAA to possess by contacting Soenksen. 
The committee will attempt to fill the posi- 
tion "as soon as possible," but the group 
will work "as long as it takes to do the job 
right, Harris said." 
The following was 
also discussed a 
the meeting: 
•    Debbie 
Sutton, chair 
of the stu- 
dent rela- 
t i o n s 
commit- 
tee,    is 
now   a 
m em - 
ber   of 
t    h    e 
parking 
deck 
advisory 
committee. 
The standing 
committee will 
meet to determine       I 
issues regarding the 
future parking deck, such 
as the cost of parking and parking 
restrictions, but the committee will have 
no effect on the facility's location. 
• Harris suggested the time before e- 
mail and network passwords expire be 
extended from 90 to 180 days and asked 
senators to poll other faculty in their 
departments to determine which faculty 
use e-mail, store information on 
computer file servers and 
how faculty would feel 
about a change in 
the number of 
days. Harris 
wants to pre- 
sent a strong 
case to the 
JMU audi- 
tors show- 
% W ing the fac- 
W ulty     are 
comfort- 
able   with 
changing 
password 
timetables. 
• The Senate 
approved     the 
allocation of $390 
I       for forum sponsorship 
and participation dues in 
the Faculty Senate of Virginia 
Forum. The Senate steering committee 
will select one or two faculty to attend the 
forum Oct. 2. The Faculty Senates of each 
state-funded university are represented in 
this forum. 
• Senate selected the following faculty 
members to serve on councils and commit- 
tees: 
Jim Sochacki, from the College of 
Science and Mathematics, and Mary Lou 
Wylie, from the College of Arts and 
Letters, will serve on the University 
Curriculum Council. 
There will also be an election in the 
College of Education and Psychology 
between Kevin Mills and Sherry Serdikoff 
to determine that college's UCC represen- 
tative. 
The runner-up in that election will 
serve as Senate's representative to UCC. 
Carl Weaver, Gerry Gill, Diane Fuqua, 
John Cordani and Glenn Smith will serve 
on the University Council, an organization 
through which various organizations 
report/to the JMU president. 
Bill Voige will serve on the Registration 
and Student Services Committee, a univer- 
sity-wide committee that makes decisions 
regarding course registration. 
The Student Relations Committee will 
select a member to serve /on the 
Commission on Student Services for the 
university. The Senate will soon choose a 
committee representative to the 
Curriculum and Instruction Committee. 
Campus Spotlight on 
What do you think abo 
stepping down for six 
j#»*-'- 
"I feel it was a good decision, 
and if it's going to benefit 
JMU in the facilities that we 
have here, he should have it 
done." 
"1 don't see why Dr. Carrier 
couldn't stay here and give 
someone else the job to go 
out and raise money for 
JMU." 
"I think that it's a good idea 
to raise money for the 
school, but I think with all 
the power Dr. Carrier has, 
he might as well just stay 
here or get someone else to 
doit for him." 
"Dr. Carrier has done a lot 
for our university. If he feels 
the necessity to do that, I 
respect his decision and feel 
that it will be a worthwhile 
cause. 
Bo Harris 
senior, sociology 
Julie Hard 
sophomore, psychology 
"/ think it's a great thing tltat he's 
doing for JMU, and we're going to 
welcome him back with open arms." 
Kristin Garvin 
freshman, undecided 
"/ think it was a great idea because I 
feel it's his duty to step down and 
raise more money because we always 
need more money. " 
Robyn Ross Munson 
graduate student, middle education 
"/ think it's very positive that Dr. 
Carrier stepped down because he's 
still in a way working for the 
university, and he's trying to 
furtherlitsladvancement..." 
Megan McCausland 
junior, biology 
David Throckmorton 
freshman, biology 
Anna Mateos 
freshman, psychology 
MM SPOTl.KiHT BY AU.YSON IIOFKR 
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Arts and Sciences 
Symposium 
University and Community Forum 
Violence in the University, 
Harrisonburg and 
Rockingham County 
Tuesday, September 23, 1997 
3:00-5:00 p.m. 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, JMU 
Forum Participants Include: 
Moderator: Hillary Wing-Lott 
Sheriff Don Farley, Rockingham County 
Chief Don Harper, Harrisonburg Police Department 
Captain Lee Shiflett, JMU 
C. Robert Showalter, M.D. 
Tina Clark, Victim Witness, Advocate for Com. Atty. 
Miriam Clark, Citizen 
April Roberts, President, JMU Student Council 
JMU Students: 
Allison Doyle, Angela Danner 
Taiwan Lovelace, Matthew Owens 
The biggest threat to 
depression is your 
awareness of it* 
Senous depressor, strikes millions. Serious depression strikes incliscnm,na.eiy. 
Senous depression is MOST dangerous when ,t goes unrecogmzed. That s why rts 
so important to always be aware of the threat 
of depression. And if your life is ever fji\j TRtATfD 
interrupted by a period of _.  /-% r\ £   «T' «£" 1 C\ fo.t 
depression, remember that it is       /^Z £T   I     9% *7   2 -> ' V-/ * V 
readily, medically treatable. „ \ 
, http://www.save.orq 
we 're   still   rollin/ 
f       Jw       TDU WEEK! 
4T/£(llffP      EVENTS & 
^^SfSSSI-     ACTIVITIES! 
Monday.  Seot.  33 
Poetry Readings 
8 - 10:30 p.m.    Taylor Down Under 
JMU students reading their own poetry in an 
Open Stage setting. 
Wedn«Mia>v.   Sept.   24 
Game Night 
12 noon - 11 p:m. 
Corner Pocket Game Room 
FREE pool, arcades, ping pong and darts. 
Workshops and billiards trick shot show. 
AfC\ Tournament information also available. 
Thursday. SflpL 35 
Career Fair 
1 - 5 p.m.      Convo Center 
Looking for information on your future? 
Country Line Dancing 
8-10 p.m.    Taylor Down Under 
An evening of country line dancing with 
lessons and music provided. 
Friday. Sept. 36 
Acoustic Music-LIVE! 
8 - 11 p.m.    Taylor Down Under 
Live acoustic music with JMU bands. 
Satin-day. Sent. 37 
Encore and Family Series; 
Richmond Ballet 
8 p.m.      Wilson Hall Auditorium 
Nationally recognized Richmond Ballet 
under the inspired leadership of Artistic 
Director Stoner Winslett returns to JMU 
with a diverse presentation of classical and 
contemporary ballet. 
..♦♦ 
rout 
«*«% 
/suarr N 
n 
O 
INTRAMURAL 
TOURNAMENT 
Through Thursday, Sept. 25 
4     8 p.m. each day 
Contact UREC for sign up info 
ARTS & SCIENCE^ 
SYMPOSIUM 
Through Thuisday, Sept. 25 
Various Campus Locations 
OPEN MIC! 
Evcry'Tuesday    8     11 p.m. 
Taylor Down Under Main Stage 
Open stage foi students to sing, 
read poetry, play on instrument, 
do comedy, etc.   Sign up the 
night of the event.. 
HAPP1   IIOUS 
AEROBICS! 
Every Friday 
5:30 p.m.        UREC 
FALL SPORTS 
FANATIC 
Through Friday, Oct. 18 
Contact JMU Athletics for your 
Fanatics Card and you could be 
a winner of a FREE T-shirt! 
Sunday. Sept. 38 
Open Recreation Skills Clinic 
4 - 6 p.m.      UREC 
Come and let an expert teach 
you how to play racquetball! 
Enter as a  beginner — 
leave as a pro! 
SPORTS LINE UP! 
Events Hotline: 
568-NEWS 
iy7ww.jmu.edu/stuaffairs/start 
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* Poster sale by Trent Graphics, sponsored by the 
Psychology Club, Phillips Center Ballroom, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Details: Heather, 564-0959. 
* JMU Adult Degree Program meeting, Paul Street 
House, 5:30 p.m. Pre-registration: x6824. 
* Habitat for Humanity meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 
6 p.m. Details: Habitat office, x6258. 
* Science Fiction/Fantasty Guild meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 402,7 p.m. Details: CC, 574^1704. 
* Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 306,7 p.m. Details: Celeste, 574-3418. 
* Bible study, presented by Catholic Campus Ministry, 
CCM House, 7 p.m. Details: Mimi, 433-8059. 
* Guest speaker Edward James Olmos, sponsored by 
Club Latino and Center for Multicultural Student Services, 
Wilson Hall, 8 p.m. 
* Bluestone meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall, rm. 217, 
8:30 p.m. Details: Rachel, x6541. 
TUESDAY 
1k Poster sale by Trent Graphics, sponsored by the 
Psychology Club, Phillips Center Ballroom, 9 a.m.4 p.m. 
Details: Heather, 564-0959. 
• EQUAL meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402,5 p.m. 
• George Gerbner, dean emeritus of the University of 
Pennsylvania, presents 'Telling All the Stories," Grafton- 
Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. 
• Pre-law Society meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 101,7 p.m. 
Details: Shawn, 801-0326. 
• AED Premedical Society meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 31, 
7 p.m. 
• College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 
7:30 p.m. Details: Dave, 432-1434. 
• Bible study, presented by Canterbury Episcopal 
Campus Ministry, Canterbury House, 7-8 p.m. Details: 
Martha, x5462. 
• CARE meeting, Taylor Hall^rm. 400,8 p.m. 
23 
WEDNESDAY    24 
• Yun Ja Lassek presents "Thinking Critically About the 
Death Penalty," Hillcrest House, 12-1 p.m. Details: x6953. 
• Guest speaker sponsored by the Society of Hosteurs, 
Zane Showker Hall, rm. 104,7 p.m. Details: Kimberlie, 
801-7492. 
• Evening prayer, sponsored by CCM, CCM House, 
9:30 p jn. Details: Mimi, 433-8059. 
THURSDAY        25 
* Career Day, Convocation Center, 1-5 p.m. 
* EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,5-6:30 p.m. 
Details: Liz, x7877. 
* Fellowship and praise, sponsored by Baptist Student 
Union, BSU Center, 5:30 p.m. Details: BSU Center, 
434-6822. 
* Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall 
lobby, 6 p.m. Details: Jessica, x7557. 
<fr Social Dance Evening, sponsored by the School of 
Theatre and Dance, Godwin Hall, rm. 356,7-9:30 p.m. 
* Folk group practice, sponsored by CCM, CCM House, 
7-8 p.m. Details: CCM House, 434-7360. 
Woman burned up over McDonald's not 
coffee files $2 million lawsuit for injuries 
OKEECHOBEE, Fla. — An elderly woman whose 
thighs and groin were burned by a spilled cup of 
McDonald's coffee filed a $2 million lawsuit Friday, 
claiming the restaurant still makes its coffee too hot. 
Kathleen Gilliam, 73, suffered first- and second-degree 
bums Jan. 18 after a cup of coffee spilled into her lap. She 
now walks with difficulty and hasn't been able to return 
to work as a hairdresser or to her hobby of biking, her 
husband, Austin, 76, said. 
"I had on slacks, and I didn't know what to do," 
Gilliam said Friday from the Okeechobee County 
Courthouse where the lawsuit was filed. "I was burning." 
She said she went home to change her clothes, then 
went to the emergency room for bum treatment. 
The lawsuit is similar to one filed by a 79-year-old 
woman who spilled hot coffee into her lap in 
Albuquerque, N.M. in 1992. A jury originally awarded 
Stella Liebeck $2.9 million, but that award was later 
reduced. 
Attorney Guy Rubin of Stuart, Fla. stressed the 
Gilliams' lawsuit is not intended to be a copycat. Instead, 
he said, it is meant to show that McDonald's hasn't 
changed its practice of serving dangerously hot coffee 
since the Liebeck case was settled. 
"This accident could have been prevented if 
McDonald's had listened to the voice of a jury," Rubin 
said. "They could have warned people they were going to 
drink coffee that's not fit for human consumption." 
Yet the Gilliams appeared to have a mixed message. 
They said Friday they still gather frequently with friends 
at the same McDonald's — and they still order coffee. 
—AP/newsfinder news service 
'Odd-looking regulars' get bumped 
off benches in downtown Roanoke 
ROANOKE — People who like to pass the time on 
curbside benches in downtown Roanoke had better 
behave — and try to look normal. Otherwise, the seats 
might be yanked out from under them. 
The city has removed about six of the benches. 
Merchants complained customers feared the pan- 
handling, intoxicated and odd-looking regulars on 
benches near their businesses. 
"It just attracted the wrong people," Vann Staton, 
manager of Awful Arthur's, said of the bench he had the 
city remove from outside his City Market restaurant. 
Young people played music around the bench and "put 
their little cups out" for donations, he said. 
"People didn't want to sit here and eat and see the 
spiked hair, the blue hair, the earrings," he said. "It hurt 
business." 
The city has no plans to remove all downtown 
benches, according to Nelson Jackson, the city's manager 
of building maintenance and bench overseer. Jackson said 
there are still about 40 benches downtown and in an 
adjacent park. 
The city is taking complaints on a bench-by-bench 
basis. 
"Bench adjustments," Matt Kennell, director of 
Downtown Roanoke Inc., calls them. He said complaints 
about bench-sitters have risen in the last three years. 
"People are essentially camping on them," he said. 
Problems include litter, obscene language and "the anti- 
civil behavior that's happening around those benches. If s 
when people bring bedrolls and spend the night and 
leave their lunches and cigarette butts." 
— AP/newsfinder news service 
Preview Coming soon to the Breeze. 
•News: Fall semester classes still short of necessary books 
•Style: Review of Sept. 21 Widespread Panic concert 
A   i4„nA~*>   «„,,   ■>->    iQQ7   THF RBPP7F 
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Williamson Huehes 
Pharmacy & Home Health 
• In House Charge Accounts may be established to 
be paid directly by your parents 
$3.00 off a new or transferred 
prescription with this ad 
The Student's Pharmacy 
HOURS M-F 8:30-6:00 
Sat 9:00-12:00 
^^ 
434-2372 434-8650 
1021 South Main Street, Harrisonburg (Beside JM's) 
# yeefrftiace 
* fl 
Come and dine in at Yee's, 
or call us. We deliver to you. 
10% off with this ad 
434-3003 
YOUR FEET MEET THE GROUND 
A MILLION TIMES A DAY. 
AT LEAST MAKE IT A 
FRIENDLY MEETING. 
Mil.tno 
Conif tiy onGoimanlechnoloyyloi sue 
BIRKENSTOCK 
GIRMAN INGINIIRING   FOR YOUR   FEIT 
Wilderness TO 
jjSHHSS4i 
^< MM .UMOIKHUMll 
71*4    l*-t-»  .      MMIRfl   »•. 
 um m u 
HB*> 
THE LAND OF 
DAIRY QUEEN 
WANTS YOU! 
If you like meeting people and 
working in a fast-paced 
environmenuhen we would 
really like to talk to you. 
We will be accepting applications 
for full-time and part-time 
positions at 810 Port Republic 
Rd., Mon. - Fri. between 
11 am - I pm and 4 pm - 6 pm. 
Come by and become a member 
of the Dairy Queen Team! 
Dairy 
Queen 
brazier 9 
c 
EN 
S O R 
SHIP 
CAUSES 
BLINDNESS 
READ! 
Sopport Banned Books Week. 
Hdp sump out racism, sexism, and other forms of oppression 
while upholding freedom of speech ind freedom of Use press. 
rreedom of speech 
is the foundation for 
publishing and reading 
in America Without the 
First Amendment, we 
are not free to choose 
which books to read   • 
Stop by today and check 
out our selection of 31 
titles that have been 
targets of censorship. 
•BOOK 
20% off GENERAI books 
(rX( luli\(, ItXlboOKS \\(l COMPUTER MAIMUAIS) 
SEpTEMbER 20     OA 
■ i »-r 
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Sprinklers  
continued from page 3 
Hilton said he believes the project will 
take the full summer to complete. 
The state engineering department must 
approve the design for the system, but by 
state law requires sprinklers in all public 
access areas. 
In addition, the university chose to arm 
each room with a sprinkler system. This is 
not mandated by the state. 
Many of the newer academic, adminis- 
trative and residential buildings are 
equipped with sprinkler systems. JMU 
safety engineers regularly inspect these 
systems to make sure the systems are func- 
tioning correctly. 
In addition to sprinkler inspections, 
Garber and other staff members perform 
preventative maintenance on sprinklers 
once a month- 
According to Garber, this procedure 
includes complete checks of equipment, 
filter changes and proper adjustments to 
ensure sprinklers work correctly and effec- 
tively. 
Garber said sprinkler systems in uni- 
versity buildings are under contract. 
Under the contract, a quarterly inspec- 
tion and an annual full-flow test — a test 
that involves activating the sprinklers to 
see if they work properly — is included to 
ensure all systems are in accordance with 
National Fire Protection Agency stan- 
dards. 
These NFPA standards are the national 
code requirements and necessary operat- 
ing procedures enforced by local fire mar- 
shals. 
hjewe K)oree>ooK 
Results of the class officer elections are 
in! And the winners are .. . 
Seniors 
President — Adam Scheinberg 
Vice President — Frank Rosenblatt 
Secretary — Jeff Snaman 
Treasurer — Tom Edwards 
Juniors 
President — Will Greco 
Vice President — Kelley Frank 
Secretary — Mads Hansen 
Treasurer — Greg Montalto 
Sophomores 
President — Chris Drunsic 
Vice President — Nick Langridge 
Secretary — Lisa Pellegrino 
Treasurer A- Adam Points 
Freshmen 
President — Andy Oh 
Vice President — Laura Jenkins 
Secretary — Michelle Tootchen 
Treasurer — Mike Parris 
Get the scoop on campus happenings! Write 
for Breeze news! Call Courtney, Rob or 
Andi at x6699 if you want to write. 
Hot diggety dog! 
JENNIFER VKKEWphoto editor 
John Woody, associate professor of media arts and design, shows 
his7 spatula skills while cooking hot dogs during SMAD Dog Day. The 
cookout was held Friday, 12-2 p.m. in the Anthony-Seeger courtyard. 
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A new sorority is coming 
and we need your help!!! If 
you would be interested in 
starting a new chapter of 
your sorority here please call 
and let us know ASAP! 
Annie Lou or Sydney 
x7837 
Julia:x2895 
y 
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X 
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Arts and Sciences 
Symposium 
Featured Speaker 
PX§£(|)Tni9^lIVQ7rePaT1)roco^lr/Ca^ 
David Bartlett 
Lantz Professor of Christian Communication 
and Academic Dean 
Yale University Divinity School 
The Hurting God: 
Images of God 
in the Bible 
Wednesday, September 24, 1997 
7:00 p.m. 
J 
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Dart... 
A "clean-up-after-yourself' dart to the person who 
spilled chocolate milk on the steps of Mrs. Green's. 
Your laziness and disregard made me slip and fall 
down the entire flight of steps. 
Sent in by an embarrassed student who has bruises 
and a sprained ankle to remind her of your 
messiness. 
Pat... 
Safety on Port Republic a concern 
Many people our age are still in their "I am Republic have no alternatives to speak of, let alone 
invincible" phase. However, as JMU stu- safe ones. It isn't too much to ask for the extension 
dents, there is one danger we can't of the sidewalks on Port Republic Road past off- 
escape: Port Republic Road. campus housing and the addition of a crosswalk 
With highway exits in either direction, constant or two at the most traveled areas, 
traffic to and from local apartment and town Furthermore, JMU houses freshmen in the 
house complexes, no sidewalks and few cross- Howard Johnson  on   Tort   Republic   Road.     T\ifWt 
walks, Port Republic is a danger to pedestrians. Freshmen must get university permission to have     ■•■■■•'*•• 
Considering what a heavily cars, and if they miss the bus, 
traveled road Port Republic is,   "j± •      /.  . m1irh tn ncV they have to cross Port Republic it K>rc i LUU rnutn w Ubii Road to get to campus If the 
for the extension of the  univuersity m^es jt difficult for J J treshmen to have cars and at 
sidewalks on Port      ^fsame time makes them live 
off-campus, there must be a safe 
Republic Road past off- wayfor ihem to walk to class- 
. '
JJ Harrisonburg City Council 
campus housing and 
A "jobs-well-done" pat to The Breeze's editorial 
and web design staff for putting together an 
informative, thought provoking and entertaining 
paper and web site. 
Sent in by a reader who thinks you should be 
proud of what you do. 
its lack of safety precautions 
makes no sense. 
Students without cars walk 
down Port Republic to get to 
and from their homes, and 
those with cars have to cross the 
street to get to Z-lot. Late-night 
partiers who know they are 
unable to drive home walk this 
street. Many of us walk there to 
A "beep-this" dart to the JMU Maintenance truck 
drivers who feel the need to make so much noise 
backing up outside of residence halls at random 
hours of the night. 
Sent in by a sleep-deprived student who doesn 't 
enjoy waking up five times a night. 
the addition of a 
yy 
is proposing an amendment to P/I#' 
prohibit students from living in *•••'••• 
future boarding houses in old 
town Harrisonburg. If passed, 
even more students will live on 
Port Republic, traffic will be 
heavier and the number of stu- 
dents crossing and walking this 
street will be greater. If students 
make the all-important trip to 
Blimpie. Yet due to its lack of   CWSSWUlk Or tlVO at the 
safety measures, every time 
pedestrians      travel '   Port     VflOSt traveled arettS. 
Republic, they put themselves 
at risk. 
A letter to the editor in Thursday's Daily Nezvs- living off campus must live in such a concentrated 
Record said JMU students crossing Port Republic space, safety measures in that area must be 
show a "complete disregard for personal safety." improved. The university and the City of 
This may be true, but what choice do we have if Harrisonburg need to understand student safety 
we want to cross the street? extends past the campus entrance. 
At least when the City of Harrisonburg —  —.  
removed the Anthony-Seeger crosswalk, it provid-        The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial 
ed students with a safe — although unused — board which consists of the editor, managing editor and 
alternative. Students who need to walk down Port opinion editor. - 
A "way-to-go" pat to the baseball team for 
keeping their heads up and working hard after all 
they've been through. 
Sent in by a die hard fan. 
Dart... 
A "do-you-know-what-time-it-is?" dart to the 
Marching Royal Dukes for practicing at the crack of 
dawn Saturday morning. 
Sent in by a student who would rather sleep than 
listen to "Virginia's Finest." 
Editorial Policy Kristen Heiss . . . editor        Laura L. Wade . . . managing editor 
Kelley M. BUissirxgame . . . opinion editor 
Letters to the ediKX should he no more than 500 words, columns should he no more 
than 800 words, and both Drill be published on a space available basis. They must be 
delivered to The Bree?e by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Fnd 
TV Breeze reserves the right to edit tot clariry and space. 
The opinions ui this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the     *-spaper, 
: - -■; ; ** -.: :■.: - - .-   ■!»> >'-■>', oi lames Madlxm Un^fttv.^ v    | <t j a_ Breeze 
Pat... 
A "thanks-for-understanding" pat to the campus 
cadet who let my friends take me home to bed rather 
than give me a drunk in public charge. 
Sent in by a student who has you to thank for not 
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Risks of technology may outweigh benefits 
'... J think with the advancement of technology, we've become lazy and taken too much for granted.' 
I was sitting in Chandler computer lab 
the other day when I realized what a 
scary thing technology can be. And I 
don't think I'm the only one intimidated 
by the tidal wave of gadgets, super com- 
puters and updated upon updated soft- 
ware that's out there. 
I was walking in front of the library 
with a friend one day. I mentioned a paper 
I had to type, and what a pain it was, and 
his   reply   was 
very interesting. 
He said, "I don't 
really mind typ- 
ing up the paper 
on my word 
processor, but I 
won't use a computer." I was kind of 
shocked by his statement, but it also made 
me curious. He then continued, "Using a 
computer is against my religion." My 
thoughts were along the lines of, 
"Okeydokey . . . whatever you say," but I 
simply nodded and walked on. 
I pondered it for the rest of the day 
though and thought maybe my friend had 
the right idea. It seems the longer we have 
computers and the Internet, the more 
problems arise. Stalkers, viruses, theft and 
hackers are just a few examples of the neg- 
ative effects of this global connection. 
However, I feel as though I shouldn't 
come down on the Internet and computers 
Breeze Reader's View 
— Stephen Bedwell 
so much because I enjoy the benefits of 
their existence just like everyone else. I 
refuse to write long papers on anything 
else but a computer to cut down on editing 
time. They are also a necessity because my 
handwriting is really hard to read. But 
many of us don't think about the risks and 
problems computers cause. 
As children, we are told never to sit too 
close to a television screen. Ironically, we 
are now encour- 
aged to do so on 
a regular basis 
for assignments. 
There are some 
who think com- 
puter screens are 
completely harmless. That's probably just 
because yod haven't been harmed by them 
yet. I sat in Chandler computer lab once 
and noticed an interesting sticker on the 
top right corner of the monitor. It said, 
"Low Radiation." Let's put how disturbing 
this is in perspective. No one would swim 
in a lake that was declared to have low 
radiation, but we sit in front of screens all 
the time that do. 
Isn't radiation the stuff that sometimes 
causes wide-spread death and some fish to 
have three eyes? Yet we willingly sit in 
front of screens and allow ourselves to be 
exposed to it on a regular basis. Granted, 
low radiation is better than the alternative 
— high radiation. But what about the ing the occasional computer game. I would 
monitors without a sticker? Mine doesn't love for computer technology to advance 
have one. There's no telling what's going to the point where I could have the perfect 
into my brain. job of the future — the one where I sit at 
home all day and send in work over my 
y^-v computer. 
L. V"1 l^) But I think with 
\\        jC-* tne advancement of 
"^^-^      /Wv^ technology,   we've 
become   lazy    and 
taken too much for 
granted. When send- 
ing a card to someone 
we care about is just a 
few cold clicks away 
(on what may be a 
cancer-inducing 
screen),    then 
maybe    we're 
giving up too 
much for speed 
and efficiency. I 
may be old-fash- 
ioned, but I sort 
of miss the days 
when      caring 
took some time 
and effort. I think girls will agree with me 
— virtual flowers just aren't as good as the 
real thing. 
SCOTT TROBAUGH/sCTiior artist 
Don't let me scare you too much, 
though. I certainly won't let one word I, 
said (or the fear of hackers, chat room 
stalkers and computer viruses) keep me 
from using e-mail, word processing pro- 
grams, doing research on the Web or play- 
Stephen Bedwell is a freshman SMAD 
major. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Statements made in Face Off editorial 
loathsome' and based on falsehoods 
To the Editor: 
I would like to take this opportunity to address state- 
ments made by Liz Smalls in Thursday's "Face Off: 
Greeks — elitist drunks?" The fact mat 77K Breeze would 
even have a forum for such a debate typifies the lack of 
journalistic integrity sought by the newspaper's editors 
and staff. The Greek v. non-Greek debate has been going 
on for years, will never be resolved and doesn't have any 
profound influence on the student body of this university. 
The Breeze should be admonished for allowing Smalls the 
opportunity to voice accusations that are little else but lies. 
Smalls' statements against Greek life are rooted in any- 
thing but the truth. To say fraternities use alcohol to lure 
in girls, and Greeks' lives revolve around "binge drinking 
and drunken hook-ups" is completely unfounded. 
What's worse is The Breeze provided this woman and 
her loathsome remarks a forum. Liz Smalls' remarks were 
in no way deserving of even stature with those of her 
counterparts, who admirably represented Greek life. The 
big difference between the two is the opinions of the gen- 
tlemen who wrote the opposing view were not only 
offered with good intentions, but were actually rooted in 
fact. It would be false to say the same about Smalls. 
Instead of sponsoring unproductive debates about 
unimportant issues and providing opportunities for indi- 
viduals to further promote falsehoods at the expense of 
many admirable individuals, why doesn't The Breeze 
attempt to use its position for something good? How 
about discussing real issues such as Honor Code reform, 
the new General Education program or university expan- 
sion? Not only would this elevate The Breeze from its 
almost tabloid-like status, but might actually benefit its 
student readers. To answer your question: no, I am not 
Greek. But I know and respect people who are. 
Courtney Blake 
sophomore 
political science 
Students have opportunity to get 
involved in class governments 
To the Editor: 
I am writing to inform students of how they can get 
involved in their class governments. Class government 
elections were held on the commons last week. Each class 
selected qualified officers with tremendous goals for the 
academic year. Congratulations are in order to the newly 
elected officers. 
Traditionally, class government is responsible for orga- 
nizing major campus events such as the 98 Days dance 
and the senior pig roast. This year, officers will be 
involved with the Office of Alumni Relations in creating 
new events and planning for next fall's Freshman Fun 
Fest. 
Class officers are also responsible for holding weekly 
class council meetings where all students are invited to 
attend and voice their concerns. Additionally, students 
have the opportunity to hold leadership positions in their 
class councils through serving as committee chairs. 
Chairpeople play a key role in organizing social service 
and informational events sponsored by their class. 
Any students interested in becoming a member of their 
class council are encouraged to contact the Student 
Government Association office at x6376 for details con- 
cerning meeting times and places. 1 look forward to a suc- 
cessful year in class government and congratulate the 
newly elected class officers. 
Erin M. Uyttewaal 
director of class government 
A Harrisonburg man claiming to be HIV-positive 
was charged with attempted capital murder 
Tuesday after spitting on a police officer. Has AIDS 
become a weapon, or have the courts gone too far? 
Responses fc  and against should be typewritten and no longer 
than 350 woi   1. The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity 
and space. Ont entry from each viewpoint will be selected for 
Thursday's issue. All responses should be received by 6 p.m. 
Tuesday. Send, bring or e-mail all responses to:  
The Breeze 
G-l Anthony-Seeger 
MSC 6805 
James Madison University 
Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
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TDU Week September 22- 26,1997 
Monday! 
Poetry Readings 8-10:30 p.m. 
Members of JMlTs Gardy- Loo! present an evening 
of entertainment. 
Tuesday 
Open Mic Night 8-11 P.m. 
Taylor Down Under main stage is open for any JMU 
student to sing, play an instrument, read poetry, 
comedy, etc. Sign ups will be handled at the event. 
FBFE SAMPLES AUWEEKI 
Visit Hit TDU Coffee Home ill week 
i«4 receive i variety ef iinilee ef TDU'i 
neia ilemtl 
Wednesday] 
Game Night 12 Noon-It p.m. 
Corner Pocket Unme Room- FREE pool, arcades, ping pong and 
darts. Workshops and billiards trick shot show! 
Make your mark at JM'J! 
Chair Painting 
Vitif TDU Monday, Tuesday      Wednesday 
end jet i chance to p?       chair! 
(While chair 
Thursday| 
JjiJ3y;;    J~_    Country Line Dancing 8- IQjun. 
Visit TDU for an evening of country line dancing Wltri 
lessons and music provided. 
IF r i d a y | 
Acoustic Music- LIVE 8-11 p.m. 
I'l  . I        n Stage- An evening of live acoustic fnusic with JMU bands. 
"Old TDU Chain To Be Raffled- New Chairs Painted This W   k" 
.1 order In imike room lor the new TDU chairs, all old chairs will be auctioned to .IMC students. To lie n 
pnrt of the rattle simply purchase nn ileni from 11)1: ' 'olTee House or piny n game nt The Corner Pocket. 
Drawings for all chairs will lie held on Fridny evening. 
■2> *-»«»» 
CA$H fOR YOUR MUSIC! 
1000'$ Of QUALITY USED 
CD's: $8 OR LESS! 
TRY BEFORE 
YOU BUY! 
CDS-lPS-Nim 
•BOOKS 
MGEfiSQRESfc 
the ONLY 
place to shop 
for music in 
this galaxy! 
VOTED 
BEST RECORD 
STORE 
IN C'VILLE & RICHMOND! 
In Kroger Shopping Center 
1790-96 E. Market Street 
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999 
order online!!! www.plan9music.com 
Hours: 
Mon-Fri 8am-10pm 
Sat     9am- 9pm 
Sun    1pm-10pm 
Come See What's New! 
UREC Apparel 
Fall Line Speedo Swimwear 
Vitamins/Supplements 
Energy Bars: Tigers Milk 
Lean Mass. Promax Bars 
Women's JMU Active Wear 
Power Gel, Clif Shots 
Eclipse 2000 C'reatine 
Plus: Swim Goggles, Racquctballs, Snacks, 
Workout Equipment, Mr. J\s Bagels, 
Greeting Cards, Drinks, Magazines & Locks 
This Weeks Special 
20oz Gatorade Sports Drink 
$ 1.09 
Save .30 cents ^ 
More Ways To Pay... 
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Zirkle exhibits create harmony 
by Garret Piekney 
contributing writer 
The second Zirkle House show of the semester, 
showcasing students' artistic efforts, provides a 
welcome environment for artist and enthusiast 
alike. The ceramics of Jon McMillan, paintings of 
Aaron Wellman and photography of Joan Bennet are 
brought together with pleasing effect, and the contrasting 
and complimentary elements of all work on display create 
an interesting harmony. 
REVIEW 
If relaxed and industrious seems a paradoxical way of 
describing a person or the manner of his or her work, then 
McMillian is a paradox. The volume of his ceramic work, 
displayed in sets around the Art Works Gallery, suggest 
he is a prolific worker. His series of stoneware sets, much 
of which has only recently emerged from the kiln, is a tes- 
taments to his consistency. However, McMillan maintains 
that his laid back and self-described "mellow" nature is an 
elemental part of both the process and the product. 
Who's to question, when the answers are provided by 
the curved forms and subtle coloration of McMillan's 
ceramics. Skillfully crafted and possessing an unassuming 
beauty, the work is soothing just to look at. Warm earth 
tones and a restraint in glazing remind the viewer of the 
medium's origin — the earth. 
"I like to keep where its roots are," McMillan said. 
"Most of the work has the clay body exposed, [showing) 
just the straight color of the clay." 
McMillan's productivity and grounded sense of style, 
in this case, are signs of a developed artist in touch with 
his medium. 
If McMillan's pitchers, cups and bowls invite accep- 
tance, then Wellman's paintings question it. Wellman's 
work combines an attention to geometric form and an eye 
for effective color contrasts. The clever title of his textured 
paintings shouldn't mislead: "I contemplated just naming 
them 'Untitled' because I'm not very big on interpretation 
or leading the viewer," Wellman said. Nonetheless, he did 
name them. "Madonna on Jellybean," "Peroxide-Steaked 
Coiffure" and "Blue Dance Crowd" are a few examples of 
arbitrary inventiveness. They signal the viewer to the lim- 
CHRISTINE WJRSTIcontribuling photographer 
(above) Works such as this pitcher by Jon McMillan 
are among the items on sale at Zirkle House, 
(below) McMillan's ceramics, exuding an earthy 
feeling, are on display at Zirkle House. 
itless possibilities inherent in the exchange between peo- 
ple and art. 
McMillan's artistic sensibility and Wellman's use of 
contrast are qualities both seen in Bennet's color photogra- 
phy. Rather than manipulate, she walks and watches for 
overlooked poignancy. 
Shyness, patience and curiosity led Bennet to the amus- 
ing and unexpected juxtapositions that exist in less hectic 
environments — quiet corners where paint-chipped hous- 
es collect the debris of decades. Advertisements are 
propped absentmindedly in the windows of country 
homes, their promising enthusiasm dimmed by the sun 
and ignored by the world. 
There are also examples of pure humor. In her photo- 
graph "Stop," cardboard boxes of long-empty cases of 
beer appear through the dirt-caked windows of a retired 
school bus. Other examples of Bennet's lighthearted irony 
are seen in the number of photographs featuring either 
discarded or remote commodes. 
"There are three toilets in the series, but it wasn't 
planned," Bennet laughed. A student comment in the 
sign-in book described Bennet's photography as "Nice, 
Clean, Simple and Funny." It's also wise. 
Exhibits by McMillan, Wellman and Bennet are on display 
till Thursday at Zirkle House. Selected works are for sale. 
'Assassins' kill for the fun of it 
by Brian Minter 
staff writer 
You can be killed when you least expect it. 
Turn your back for a moment and feel the icky wet 
squirt that is your epitaph. Stop watching your friends for 
just a brief second, and their leaky plastic pistols may turn 
on you. 
If you are playing Assassins, that is. / 
For the last three weeks, JMU has played Assassins, a 
complicated game of water guns and betrayal. Sixty-four 
people were playing when the game began, but now only 
23 remain — probably less as you read these words. 
"It started out as just friends of ours, and then other 
people heard about it," said junior Sari Wiener, who start- 
ed the game. "Then people brought their friends and 
roommates and all sorts of random people." 
Wiener started the game this semester because she 
wasn't able to play in the past. "My friends played this 
summer, and I was upset that I never got to play," she 
said. "I knew the basic rules from freshman year, but I did- 
n't get to play then either." 
Since she serves as referee, Wiener does not get to play 
this time either. However, she reports that she is having 
fun anyway. 
The rules of the game, customized by Wierter" and 
Warren Vaughan, are few in number, but intricate in their 
interpretation. A player is given a sealed envelope with his 
or her "assignment" — the name of the person he or she 
has to kill. Once the player kills someone, he or she takes 
possession of that person's assignment, and so the game 
gets narrower and more dangerous as it progresses. 
The last person left alive wins $64 (every player put in 
a buck) and the respect and fear of his or her friends. 
The actual kill is accomplished when an assassin shoots 
his or her victim with a water gun (or a syringe, or a squirt 
bottle, or in one clever instance, an empty Blistex tube 
filled with water). This must be done in relative secret. 
There can be other people around, but no one can witness 
the actual kill. Players cannot be killed in their homes, in 
class, university buildings or while they are at work. 
Interpretation of the rules has led to some trouble. 
There have been reports of thuggery, people being bodily 
removed from the sight of witnesses. Freshman Edward 
Johnson was dragged into the bushes on Mason Street and 
squirted to death. Johnson is reported to have escaped 
injury, though his glasses were knocked off. 
"There are only three attacks like that, that I know of," 
said Wiener, who as referee, decides if a kill is fair or not. 
The people playing the game are all enjoying it, until 
they die, of course. 
Junior Pat Wildermann said, "I was sad. I wasn't able 
to kill anyone before I got knocked off. Wildermann, 
whom many favored to win, was killed at a friend's house 
(by the friend) early in the game. He expressed his hope to 
play again next semester and avenge his tears of shame. 
One player who is still alive and is expected to go far is 
Tim Gordon. Gordon's prowess at stealth and treachery is 
legendary, and his name is feared. 
John Stump, who played earlier, said he lost all hope 
when he learned Gordon was after him. "I said 'Just kill 
me,'" Stump said, his voice void of emotion. "Tim told me 
he was going to sleep in my car and get me. He would do 
it, too. He sat in the bushes behind one person's house for 
hours and hours." 
Troy Farmer, who is trying to kill Gordon, says he is not 
intimidated. "They say he's unkillable, huh? Well I'm here 
to prove them wrong," boasted Farmer, a thin, weasel- 
faced boy. "He's scared, because he knows I almost killed 
him." 
Farmer recently caught Gordon alone, and a high 
speed bicycle chase ensued, ending only when Gordon 
dashed in front of a truck and escaped to safety. 
"He can't run from the gun," Farmer said. 
Gordon, who remains shrouded behind a veil of secre- 
cy and lies, could not be reached for comment. 
Wiener says there will probably be another game next 
semester. "It's so much fun," she said. 
wmnm 
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Their weapon is drugs, Ruffies or QHB. Dropped in your drink. 
It incapacitates you. You can't fight back. Watch your drink. It's your best defense. 
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Poets energize audience at Grill 
by Wren Lanier 
contributing writer 
For many students, vege- 
tarian cuisine is one of the 
major reasons to visit the 
Little Grill, but with a 
poetry reading Thursday night, it 
was rood for the mind that drew 
in about 50 audience members. 
"I've never seen this many 
people here before," said sopho- 
more Phillip St. Ours, a regular at 
the Grill's poetry night. Perhaps 
the large crowd signaled a strong 
interest in poetry for the area, but 
more than likely it was the fea- 
tured poets, Robin McNallie, 
associate professor of English, 
and Jason Corner, part-time fac- 
ulty. 
Preceded by an energetic 
recitation from Corner and fol- 
lowed by an Open Mic, McNallie 
shared original works and a few 
pieces with more obscure origins, 
including a poem found on the 
Internet titled "The End of the 
Raven by Edgar Allen Poe's Cat." 
With an approach that was 
often loose and reminiscent of the 
beat poets of the '50s, McNallie 
drew inspiration from a number 
of diverse sources. His "Song of 
Woody, 1967" was written as an 
elegy to the late folk singer 
Woodie Guthrie upon his death 
and focused upon a particular 
photograph of Guthrie for its pri- 
mary impetus. 
"Visitation Rites," a piece 
McNallie admitted to just com- 
pleting that afternoon, takes a 
much less serious view of ghosts. 
It ends on a humorous note when 
the sleeping speaker suddenly 
awakes only to be exhorted by a 
familiar spirit to "Vote 
Republican!" 
Using lines taken from the 
Daily News-Record's "Letters to 
the Editor" (including one he'd 
submitted), McNallie created 
what he called a "dadaist son- 
net." Despite the seemingly ran- 
dom pattern of sentences, the lan- 
guage of "And One More Thing" 
flows smoothly, while thoughts 
and ideas blend together like 
passing road signs, an effect just 
as common on the Op /Ed page 
as in a poetry reading. 
Looking back on lazy Sunday 
mornings spent avoiding rigid 
church pews in "Dog Heresy" 
McNallie recounts the antics of a 
less-than-pious pooch with love 
and tender affection, summed up 
by the poet's words "no dogma, 
just my dog and me." 
For his last piece of the 
evening, McNallie invited 
Corner back to the stage to 
accompany McNallie with his 
bongo drum. To the hincty 
rhythms of Corner's primal 
drumbeat, he delivered a rous- 
ing "butterball benediction" enti- 
tled "Gobble." Encompassing the 
absurdities of a typical 
Thanksgiving holiday, the poem 
ran on in long alliterative sen- 
tences that left the audience in 
fits of laughter. 
"I liked his style," said Serena 
Norris, a student from 
Harrisonburg. "He really gets the 
crowd going." 
An original composition titled 
"Sonnets for the Atomic Age" 
highlighted Corner's perfor- 
mance earlier in the evening. 
"Sonnets for the Atomic Age" is 
an eight-part sonnet sequence 
about living in a world threat- 
ened by nuclear holocaust. 
"Our time is different. Our 
time is special," Corner said. 
"Having those considerations 
that everything could be taken 
from you at a moment's notice by 
powers we don't understand is 
something that hopefully should 
lead us to action, but at the very 
least should lead us to examine 
ourselves and see what else has 
happened." 
Corner, like McNallie, also 
earned widespread audience 
approval. St. Ours said, "It was 
lovely. Really groovy. Old 
School. Good Poetry." 
According to the Grill's man- 
ager Ken Gibson, poetry readings 
have taken place at the restaurant 
off and on for years. "It's sort of 
like carrying on a tradition," he 
said. 
Many members of the Grill's 
staff maintain an active interest in 
poetry and literature. "A lot of us 
that work here were English 
majors," Gibson said. 
Focusing the evening around 
the works of one particular writer 
is an addition to solely having an 
Open Mic. 
"Having a feature poet is 
new," Gibson said. "We like it 
because it gives the evening more 
body." Gibson doesn't know 
when the next reading will take 
place at the Grill but hopes to 
hold several in October. "We'd 
like to .get more established 
poets," he said. 
This is not to say the open mic 
has come to an end. A favorite of 
aspiring poets. The Little Grill 
usually opens up the floor to 
writers a couple of Thursdays a 
month. 
It's a casual atmosphere 
where a young writer can get his 
or her feet wet without fear of 
judgment or criticism, said 
Norris, a writer who shared one 
of her own poems. "You can let 
people hear your stuff," she said. 
"You don't feel uncomfortable." 
NYPD's finest take to stage 
AP/newsfinder 
news service 
NEW YORK — When the hero mar- 
ried the princess and the Firebird ascended 
skyward, the eight standard-bearers wear- 
ing richly embroidered tunics were not 
seasoned performers — they were cops. 
Police officers from Harlem's 30th 
Precinct — notorious in recent years as a 
corps de corruption — were moonlighting 
as supernumeraries with the Dance 
Theatre of Harlem. 
No arabesques or jetes required; the 
officers merely held sunburst banners 
while the wedding pageantry unfolded. 
Still, it was a nice change from walking a 
beat. 
"It has helped me appreciate the arts," 
said Officer Marilyn Cruz, waiting to don 
her costume before Wednesday's matinee 
for 700 schoolchildren. "My mom used to 
drag me to the Metropolitan Opera. I 
thought it was boring. I didn't have a good 
understanding of what was going on." 
The dance company typically uses stu- 
dents from its ballet school as "supers." 
But for this year's New York season, which 
ends Sunday at Aaron Davis Hall on the 
City College campus, the company recruit- 
ed its neighbors in blue. 
Fifty-three officers volunteered to serve 
as standard-bearers in "Firebird," a 
reworking of a Russian folk tale set to 
Stravinsky. Not all of them made it on 
stage, with just six performances of 
"Firebird" and eight cops in costume at a 
time. 
But the collaboration has served the 
community-relations interests of both par- 
ties. 
Founded by Balanchine protege Arthur 
Mitchell as a showcase for black dancers, 
Dance Theatre of Harlem has grown into a 
world-renowned company that takes its 
Harlem roots seriously, offering perfor- 
mances and workshops for inner-aty kids 
who might otherwise have scant exposure 
to ballet. 
As for the 30th Precinct, its officers are 
still trying to live down the stigma of 
1994's corruption scandal. 
The precinct was nicknamed the "Dirty 
Thirty" after 33 officers were accused of 
crimes including drug trafficking, taking 
payoffs from dealers, stealing cash and 
drugs, and lying under oath. 
Three years later, Officer Elizabeth 
Farias said the mistrust is still there: "If 
you stop for a cup of coffee, people watch 
to make sure you pay." 
More recently, all the city's police offi- 
cers have weathered public outrage over 
last month's beating and torture of Haitian 
immigrant Abner Louima, allegedly by 
four officers from Brooklyn's 70th Precinct. 
Officer Michelle Cruz, who is not relat- 
ed to Marilyn, said she was on patrol the 
other day when an elderly woman spotted 
the new NYPD motto on a squad car 
"Courtesy, Professionalism and Respect" 
and snorted, "Hah! What a joke!" 
"She doesn't even know us!" Cruz said. 
"I have respect!" 
The officers said they hoped their stint 
on stage would send the message that 
they're not all crooked or brutal. 
"It improves relations with the commu- 
nity, after all the bad publicity we've been 
getting with corruption and the Louima 
case," Farias said. 
As a bonus, the officers' eyes had been 
opened to the world of classical ballet. 
Officer Vincent Woods was one of the 
few cops with a little performing experi- 
ence: He was an extra in a handful of 
music videos including Naughty by 
Nature's "O.P.P." 
Although the art forms are "totally dif- 
ferent," Woods said, after working with 
Dance Theatre of Harlem "I really thought 
about getting back into dance. It inspires 
you," he said. 
Officer Anthony Bombalino said he 
had never been to the ballet before but he 
would go in the future. 
"Oh yeah!" he exclaimed. "If s beauti- 
ful!" 
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►"Carol Barton, Martha Carothers, Peter Madden: Artists' 
Books" Sawhill Gallery — Sept. 22-26, free. Gallery talk at 4:30   j 
p.m., Sept. 23. 
►"Paul McMullan: Crossings;" Zirkle House: New Image Gallery 
— Sept. 22-Oct.3,free. 
►"Jon McMillan, Aaron Wellman: ceramics and paintings;" Zirkle 
House: Artworks Gallery — Sept. 22-25, free. 
►"Joan Bennet: color photography;" Zirkle House: Other Gallery 
— Sept. 22-25, free. 
►Open Mic Night with K.W. Miller: Blue Foxx Cafe — Tuesday, 
432-3699. 
►Fighting Gravity: Blue Foxx Cafe — Thursday, 432-3699. 
►DJ Mark Rice: Blue Foxx Cafe — Friday, 432-3699. 
►Fleetwod Mac: Nissan Pavilion at Stone Ridge — Saturday, 
(703) 754-6400.        ' 
►Helmet: TRAX — Thursday, 8 p.m., $12 and $14, (804) 295- 
8729. 
►"Social Dance Evening;" 356 Godwin Hall — Sept. 25, 
7 p.m., free. 
►"Masterpiece Season Encore Series Performance: The Richmond 
Ballet;" Wilson Hall Auditorium — Sept. 27, 8 p.m., $14 and $16. 
►"Masterpiece Season Music Series: The JMU Wind Symphony;' 
Wilson Hall Auditorium — Sept. 28, 3 p.m., $6 and $8. 
►"Madison Brass;" Music 108 — Sept. 25, 8 p.m., $2. 
►Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "The Godfather" Tuesday-Wednesday, 
"When We Were Kings" Thursday, "My Best Friend's Wedding" 
Friday-Saturday, "Body Heat" Sunday. All shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m., 
$2 unless otherwise noted. 
►Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "In &. Out," "A Thousand Acres," 
"The Game," "G.I. Jane." Shows $4 before 6 p.m., $6 after. Call 
434-7107. 
►Regal Harrisonburg 3: "Wishmaster," "Far Down Below," "Air 
Force One," "Money Talks." $4 before 6 p.m., $6 after. 
11/ you would like an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send the a letter cjo Style section; GI Anthony- 
Seeger Hall; MSC 6805; JMU; Harrisonburg, VA 22807, include date, cost and location of the event. 
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Don't miss the 
Fall Study Abroad Fair! 
TOQAY 
11 a.m. - 4 pi 
Highlands Room, 5th Floor 
Warren Campus Center 
Find out about all kinds of opportunities for study, work, volunteer, and travel 
overseas. Meet representatives from all of JMU's study abroad programs, 
as well as representatives from 15 national organizations: 
JMU Study Abroad Programs: 
Semester/Summer in Florence 
Semester/Summer In London 
Semester In Martinique 
Semester in Parts 
Semester/Summer in Salamanca 
Summer in Ghana 
Summer in Korea 
Science in London 
May Session in Malta 
Ancient History & Roman Britain 
Education Practicum in Rome 
Education Practicum in Wales 
France Summer Travel/Study Program 
American Council of Teachers of Russian 
Health Sciences Summer in Honduras 
Summer in Greece 
International Internship Program 
Study Abroad in Israel 
College of Business Exchange Program 
Non-JMU Organizations: 
Council Travel 
Hostelling International t 
Maastricht University: Center for European Studies 
North American Institute for Foreign Study 
Council on International Educational Exchange (CIEE) 
Augsburg College: Center for Global Education 
American Institute for Foreign Study 
School for Field Studies 
Lancaster University 
Butler University 
Hebrew University 
Boston University 
Beaver College 
AustraLearn 
EarthWatch 
Don't forget to register to win  a 
free round-trip ticket to London 
(compliments of Council Travel) 
and a France RailPass 
(compliments of Hostelling International)! 
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Arts and Sciences 
Symposium 
Featured Speaker 
George Gerbner 
Dean Emeritus 
Annenburg School of Communication 
University of Pennsylvania 
Telling 
All the Stories , 
Tuesday, September 23, 1997 
7:00 p.m.   / 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, JMU 
At>t> * little 
life to our 
chztrsil 
Taylor Down Under 
Chair Fainting. 
Monday, September 22 
through Wednesday, 
September 24 from 12-3. 
Part of the 
Taylor Down Under 
Week Celebration! 
JMU College of Arts and Letters Present 
lite Richmond Ballet 
State Ballet of Virginia 
Saturday, Sept. 27 Wilson Hall 8 p.m. 
JMU Student Rush 
Special Discount - On Sale Now $8.00 - 2 per I.D. 
(Regular Price at the Door) 
Harrison Hall Box Office: Mon. - Fri. 1-5 p.m. 
Buy Now! Limited Number of Tickets 
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Passing through JMU's $18.2 million University 
Recreation Center, guests are amazed by what 
they see on the surface: lofty skylights, shiny 
floors and rows of state-of-the-art equipment. 
But some say below the surface lies a problem. 
Out of the one thousand students who visit 
UREC on an average day, some use the facility as a means to 
perpetuate their obsession with exercise. 
It is no news that fitness experts say exercise can increase 
your life span, lower your risk of all sorts of health problems 
and give you more energy and confidence. But exercise has its 
dangers. There are people who exercise to the point of com- 
pulsion, dedicating their lives to fitness and the mission of 
achieving the perfect body. For these individuals, exercising is 
more than too much of a good thing — it is a dangerous 
addiction. 
Overexercising can lead to injury, fatigue, weakening of 
the immune system, diminished exercise performance, a rise 
in resting heart rate, moodiness, difficulty sleeping, elevated 
body temperature and loss of appetite, says Kirsten Ryan, 
UREC coordinator of aerobics and wellness promotion. In the 
same way that eating disorders are common but difficult to 
detect, overexercising is more prevalent than America would 
like to admit. The JMU community is no exception. 
"There is a huge emphasis on exercising [at JMU]," sopho- 
more Lacey Candy says. Gandy, who played several sports in 
high school and now uses UREC to stay in shape, says, "I 
think it's definitely a priority among both guys and girls. 
There is a mentality at JMU that you have to be perfect and 
thin." 
Michele Pestka, a senior, agrees. "Looking good here has 
more of a priority than schoolwork," she says. "That's too 
much of a priority." Gandy and Pestka both say they know 
women who overexercise and even more who have eating 
disorders. 
Since the opening of UREC last fall, Pestka has noticed a 
difference in the fitness mentality of her friends. "People I 
know work out more. I feel like it's a trend now," she says. 
Mike Jeffrey, a junior who exercises at UREC a few times a 
week, says he also sees a change in the amount of time his 
friends spend exercising. 
While Jeffrey does not think overexercising is a problem at 
JMU, he notices people who spend a lot of time in UREC. "I 
definitely see guys lifting a lot, just trying get big. I see a lot of 
women doing [cardiovascular exercise] trying to tone up and 
lose weight," he says. 
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OVERLOAD PRINCIPLE 
Experts say most Americans are in 
terrible shape. Maybe that's why the 
problem at the other extreme of the 
fitr\ess spectrum gets so little attention. 
LISA FOX hits the gym to give you the 
facts about exercise addiction. 
Erin Brown, a senior who works at UREC as a fitness assis- 
tant, says she believes UREC contributes to a mentality of 
healthiness — not of physical perfection — at JMU. "[UREC] 
promotes all the aspects of fitness with its different programs. 
The programs help students have a well-rounded view of 
exercising," she says. 
Brown does not think UREC contributes to overexercising. 
"People who are going to overexercise would be that way no 
matter what. With the facility or not, they would find some 
way to do it,"she says. 
But exactly how much of a problem is overexercising 
among JMU students? Dana Albertella, coordinator of fitness 
programs at UREC, says, "We've had some problems with 
[overexercising] in conjunction with eating disorders. It is 
something we deal with two to three times on a monthly 
basis." 
Looking good here has more of 
apriority than schoolwork. That's 
too much of a priority. 
\Iiilull' Pestka 
senior 
Ryan agrees with her. "I would definitely say [overexercis- 
ing] exists," she says. 
According to doctors and fitness experts, overexercising, 
or overtraining syndrome, is a condition that can affect any- 
one from training athletes to avid exercisers. The condition 
surfaces among both men and women, youths and adults. 
I lowever, the point at which exercise becomes an unhealthy 
obsession is difficult to determine. A disciplined routine for 
one person could be a disorder for another. 
Judy Flohr, professor of kinesiology at JMU, explains the 
limits of healthy exercise "depend upon the goals of the indi- 
vidual. For maintaining fitness, four or five days [of exercise 
per week] is probably plenty. If they're interested in physical 
training, five or six days a week would be advised." 
Exercise places healthy stress upon the body of the exercis- 
er, but too much exercise breaks down the body, Flohr says. 
The body needs to recover from the stress of exercise and will 
perform better after recovery. Days free from exercise are 
vital to an exercise program. 
"The days off is the most neglected part of training in the 
American athlete," she says. "The greater the stress, the 
greater the recovery needs to be." , 
The mentality behind the condition is as detrimental as the 
physical results of overexercising. According to Ryan, overex- 
ercising is another form of eating disorder. "People think of 
bulimia as binging and purging with vomiting or laxatives, 
but exercising is just another way to purge calories from 
[overexercisers'] systems," she says. "Exercise creates a high, 
so physiologically they can get very attached." 
Ashleigh Waldron, a junior who teaches aerobics at JMU, 
says she was a compulsive exerciser during her freshman 
year. Overexercising was just a new phase of an eating disor- 
der she began in high school. 
"I had always thought I was fat," she remembers. "When I 
first started [exercising], I did feel better. For the first time, I 
looked okay. It was an effort to maintain and make it better. 
In trying to be perfect, there was always more I could do." 
Waldron strove to fit an ideal of perfection, hoping just one 
more run or one more aerobics class might get her there. 
Exercising gave Waldron a "high" during the first few 
months. But as with a drug addiction, she soon needed to 
exercise more to get the same high. 
It was not the amount of time Waldron spent exercising 
that hurt her, but her obsession with exercising, Waldron 
believes. "At worst, I would take two one-hour classes and lift 
[weights] for an hour," she says, adding that she rarely 
missed a day of exercising. 
"The way I thought about it was very obsessive," Waldron 
says. "Everything was planned around when I would work 
out. I would freak out if I couldn't work out. I'd get moody. It 
was affecting my relationships with other people." 
Waldron did not know she had a problem. "It felt nor- 
mal," she says. "[Exercising] made me feel better and kept me 
from feeling guilty about not being perfect, that was all 1 
cared about." 
Even sleeping problems and shin splints did not stop 
Waldron from her rigorous exercise routine. "It got so that I 
could hardly walk, and I had to go to the doctor," she recalls. I 
would just keep on going." 
One of the classic warning signs of overexercising, accord: 
ing to Ryan, is the student's life revolves around a fitness 
schedule. "Exercising becomes their number one priority over 
school and friends, and they're always thinking about it," she 
says. Lying about exercise habits is an indicator of a problem. 
UREC offers a program to help those struggling with eat- 
ing or exercise disorders. The Multi-Disciplinarian Treatment 
Team for Eating Behaviors is a program that combines the 
efforts of JMU's counseling center, dining services, health cen- 
ter and wellness center to bring the student's eating and exer- 
cise habits under control. 
Students meet weekly with counselors and representatiyt^ 
from each program, who then meet with each other to discuss the 
see OVERLOAD page 21 
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The following employers will be available for information on career/full-time positions 
This Is a wonderful opportunity for students of all majors and class levels to meet employers and 
Aerotek 
American Funds Group 
American Management Systems 
AnrJersen Consulting 
Arthur Andaman & Company 
ATaT 
Auditor or Put*: Accounts 
Avalon Properoee. Inc. 
BOM International 
Bell Atlantic 
Black Magic Technologies. Inc. 
Bon Ton Stores, Inc. 
Booz AHan • HamHon 
Brouohton Systems. Inc. 
Burlington Induatrtee, Inc. 
Business Impact Systems 
CACI International, Inc. 
Cambridge Associates 
Campus Dimensions 
Capital Ona 
Caimax 
Camar Corporation 
Chesterfield County Police Department 
CIA 
Circuit City (Finance) 
Circuit City Stores (Corporate) 
Computer Sciences Corporation 
Coopers & Lybrand 
THE FOLLOWING 
Coopers 4 Lybrand Conaiiang 
Create/Bank 
DetomeaTouche 
Department ot Energy 
(Offlce or the Chief Accountant) 
DMG Securities. Ino. 
Don Richard Associates ol Washington 
EdrJe Bauer 
EQaQ WASC/Dynatrend 
Electronic Data Systems 
Electronics Boutique 
Enterprise 
FBI 
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. 
Ferguaon Enterprises 
Financial Technologies. Inc. 
First Virginia Bar* 
QDE Systems 
OEICO 
GTE Data Services, Inc. 
GTSI 
HachTs / The May Company 
Hanrioo County DMeton of Peace 
IBM 
Ikon Office Solutions 
Inspector General (DoD) 
JCPermey - East VA 
John Hancock Financial (MD) 
John Hancock Financial (VA) 
Keller Bruner ft Company, P.C. 
Kids Ft Us 
Kohl's Department Stores 
KPMQ Consulting 
KPMGPeetMeiwk* 
Kroger 
life Plus 
Lockheed Martin (VA) 
Lowe's Home Improvement Warehouse 
nt Systems Designers 
Education Services 
Marriott International 
Maxim Healthcare Services 
Metropolitan Police Department 
MndQ Publishing 
Modem Woodmen of America 
Naval Air Systems Command 
Naval Autft Service 
Naval Canter for AcqulsMrcn Training 
Naval Surface Warfare Center 
NCCI 
New Dominion School 
NVR/Ryan Homes, Inc. 
OWe Discount Corporation 
Peace Corps 
Peebles Department Stores 
Perdue Farms Bridgewater 
ORGANIZATIONS WILL BE HOLDING INTERVIEWS ON 
AT THE CONVOCATION CENTER - FROM 8:30am-12 
Sign-up with employers at the Career Fair on Thursday 
CONVOCATION CENTER 
and summer Jobs and internships. 
gain valuable career Information. 
Perspective Technology Corporation 
Ptzia Hut Inc. 
Ptaonum 
Price Waterhouee (Office of Qovt Services) 
Rollins Leasing Corp 
RWD Technologies. Inc. 
SAIC 
SAS Institute, Inc. 
Seabury & Smith 
Sears Merchandising Group 
Sherwln Williams (PA Dtv) 
Sprint 
Sprint (Long Distance DMskxi) 
State Farm Insurance Company 
Suburst Hoeprtakty Corporation 
Techmabcs 
Thomas Havey & Company 
Toys W Us / 
TruGreerfCbemLawn 
U.S. Air Force 
United State Marine Corps 
Vitro Corporation 
VTLS 
Walace Computer Services, Inc. 
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. 
Western Auto 
Yount, Hyde & Barbour 
FRIDAY SEPTEMEBER 26 
30pm 
Avalon Propartlas. Inc. 
Bon Ton Stores, Inc. 
Broughton Systems. Inc. 
CACI International, Inc. 
Cambridge Associates 
Comer Corporation 
CIA 
Circuit City (Finance) 
Circuit City Stores (Corporate) 
Computer Sciences Corporation 
Department of Energy (Offlce of the Chief Accountant) 
Eddie Bauer 
Enterprise 
INTEBVIEW PARTICIPANTS 
First Virginia Bank 
GTE Data Services, Inc. 
IBM 
Ikon Office Solutions 
jCPenney - East VA         
KidsRUs , 
Kohl's DepanYnent Stores 
Kroger 
Ufa Plus 
Lowe's Home Improvemenl Warehouse 
Management Systems Designers 
MindQ Publishing 
Modem Woodmen of America 
Naval Surface Warfare Center 
New Dominion School 
NVR/Ryan Homes, Inc. 
Peebles Department Stores 
Roams Leasing Corp. 
Seabury & Smith 
Sprint 
Sunburst Hospitality Corporation 
Techmatks 
TruGreen'ChemLawn 
VTLS 
Western Auto 
Start Conducting Your Jd IttUn* *** H 
y 
Professional Dress Is Strongly Encouraged - But Not Mandatory 
Bring Plenty of Copies of Your Resume 
Sponsored by the 0 FFIC E 0 F C AREER SERVICES 
Callx6555 formore information 
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Word of Life 
250 E. Elizabeth St. 
presents 
Dr. Maurice Sklar 
World class violinist and Hosanna! 
Integrity recording 
artist, seen on TV 
on "This is Your Day" 
with Benny Hinn and on 
TBN's "Praise the Lord". 
Sunday October 5th, 10:00am 
Word of Life is a non-denominational, 
charismatic fellowship located in the Metro 
Building (behind the Burger King on E. Market St.). 
For more information call (540) 432-6158 or (540) 652-3230 
Sunday services 10am weekly 
Free and open to the public come and experience powerful music and ministry from this anointed man of God. 
UBEC 
^^ ..... ■■■in UREC 
UREC - UREC - UREC - UREC - UREC - UREC 
SEPTEMBER 22 - 28 
SEPTEMBER IS 
ALMOST OVER 
...BUT THE FUN 
HAS JUST 
STARTED! 
AEROBICS & 
WELLNESS 
UREC/Health Center 
Blood Drive 
(American Red Cross) 
September 24, 
2:30-7:30 pm, UREC Center 
Fit Happens with UREC 
UREC Fitness Fair 
September 24 
4 -7 pm, UREC Atrium 
INTRAMURALS 
Floor Hockey Enries 
Due: 
September 23 - 25 
Managers' Meeting: 
September 29, 4:30 pm 
Floor Hockey Official's 
Clinic 
September 23-25 
■     4-6 pm and 7-9 pm 
ADVENTURE 
Trip Planning 
Clinic 
September 24, 
7-9pm 
Register by: 
September 22! 
Backpacking 
Big Schloss 
Event Date: 
October 4-5 
Register by 
September 26! 
AQUATICS 
& 
SAFETY 
Aquatic Training 
September 25 
6:30-8 pm 
Learn how to use 
water as your 
resistances 
Sign up for Fitness 
Assesments and a - 
Nutrition Analysis! 
There's still time! 
For more info, call x8700 or http://www.jmu.edu/recreation 
Overload 
continued from page 19 
student's progress. Ryan and Albertella 
represent the exercise part of the program. 
The goal of MTTEB is to provide stu- 
dents with information about overexercis- 
ing so they can receive help. 
Albertella and 
Ryan 
lM^rUI SHf !•(■ I 
it 
What I learned is that 
say candi- 
dates for the pro- 
gram  are easy to 
spot in  UREC. / am perfect in my own 
Generally, you see               *      * * 
them and they're in Way  thatS the best I 
here all the time, in * 
the morning and can ever ask ofmy self. I 
then you see them *       *       * 
again at night or no longer feel like there s 
again running out- **      * 
RdanafterWardS'    tmS &0a^ °fPerfeCti°n 
Albertella says she that is JUSt OUt OftM 
watches certain stu- *       * 
dents,      keeping reach. " 
"track of when they 
come in and  for 
how long." 
During exercise junior can<t wor|c out   jt 
she pays close attention to a student's face, 
"to see if they're tired, dizzy or too thin." 
If Ryan thinks a particular student 
needs help, she says she would not 
address the problem directly at first: "I 
would approach them casually and start a 
relationship and address it from there." 
Many overexercising students simply 
do not know they have a problem. Fitness 
assistants also must refer cases of overexer- 
cisers to Ryan or Albertella. 
Waldron got involved with MTTEB 
during her sophomore year. The program 
required her to meet with Ryan every 
week, meet with a dietitian and keep a 
doesn't ruin my day. 
"What I learned was that I am perfect 
in my own way — that's the best I can ever 
ask of myself. I no longer feel like there's 
this goal of perfection that is just out of my 
reach," she says. 
Waldron doesn't mind talking about 
her struggles with eating and exercise dis- 
orders. "People need to know so that they 
can get help," she says. 
Students who suffer from eating or exercise 
disorders and would like to get help can contact 
the Wellness Center at UREC at x8715 or the 
Counseling Center at x6552. 
Black Diamond Savings Bank 
"Your Locally Owned and Operated Sa\ ings Bank 
Where Neighbors are Helping Neighbors" 
A Full Service Bank 
"We would like to invite you to come 
by or call us so that we may help you 
with all your financial needs" 
Mike Estes 
Asst. Vice Pies. 
Branch Manager. 
Kitty Purcell 
Mortage Loan Officer 
Gene Clatterbuck 
Loan Officer 
♦Checking and Savings Accounts 
♦Certificate of Deposits 
♦Individual Retirement Accounts 
♦Personal Loans including New & Used 
Auto,Vacation & Bill Consolidation 
♦ Home Mortages including 
New Purchases, Refinances 
♦ 90% Financing - No PMI 
♦ 2 Hour Approval - Can use for prior approval 
♦ 97% Financing with Higher Qualified Ratios 
♦ Construction Financing Available 
440 South Main St.Harnsonburg, VA 
540-432-1777 
website address: http://www.bdsb.com 
OS 
record of what she ate, see a counselor and 
get tested at the health center for depres- 
sion. 
"The best part of [MTTEB] was that 
each part of the program had background 
[information] on 
me," Waldron says. 
"[The team mem- 
bers] would meet 
and discuss every- 
one, so they knew 
who I was. It was 
more familiar than 
just going to a doc- 
tor." 
Waldron credits 
MTTEB with her 
recovery from 
overexercising. 
"I am doing 
incredibly better and 
most of my compul- 
sion has gone away," 
**»*.•*. t*££2& 
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at 
Inner Reflections 
93 East Elizabeth St. 
across from Post Office 
TueS'Sat 1 lam'5:30pm 
432-6185 
$5.00 off full body massage 
CYCLEWORK: 
/74 ™ Market St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 (540) 432-0280 
Full Line Of: 
•Clothing 
•accessories 
•parts 
Check Out Our. 
•winter 
clothing 
•helmets 
•shoes 
•lights 
Tune-ups and Repairs 
Want 
to 
Place 
a 
Classified? 
-,« 
Come 
down to 
The Breeze 
office in 
Anthony- 
Seeger. 
4*.fO jjOr Li,d 
ten word-? 
4?}00 eooh 
additional fan 
word* 
jlO.OO pet 
column insf\ 
Deadlines: 
noon friaoy foot 
Monday iftue 
noon -Tuesday Lor 
•ffareday. i<?4ue 
Call X61 27 for 
more info 
Nobody just eats, sleeps & studies 
com* ;K PARK 
A   CMH    PROPERTY 
'Ashby 0 _ 
There is always more to do at CP-AC when 
it comes to activities and fun! Our 
professional on-site management team is 
going all out to throw everything from pool 
parties to volleyball tournaments and 
MORE! 
It's no wonder The Word is Out! 
The Best Living IS HERE! 
College Park'Ashby 
Crossing, L.L.C. 
(540) 432 1001 
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Women's soccer enjoys winning weekend 
by Magda Salazar 
contributing writer 
Two different games. Two dif- 
ferent teams. Two overtime situa- 
tions. Two victories. 
The JMU women's soccer 
team emerged the victors in both 
of its games at the JMU/Four 
Points Hotel by Sheraton 
Invitational Tournament, 
September 19 & 21, defeating 
Boston University 3-2 and 
Vanderbilt 1-0. 
"Exact same replay," head 
coach David Lombardo said. 
The Lady Dukes used a strong 
offensive game in the first half, 
allowing them to control the 
game and the ball. 
Nancy Felman, Boston 
University head coach said, 
"JMU dictated the tempo. We 
played more defense at the start. I 
think we showed that we're As 
good as any team." 
The first score in the game 
went to the Terriers when sopho- 
more Karyn Tabor put one in the 
net. 
Junior forward Therese 
Wolden, who had nine shots in 
Sunday's game and the assist on 
JEAN PHILLIPSON/cwt»rifcu»mg photographer 
Freshman Lenore Bray maneuvers against Boston University defender Alicia Waag in Sunday's game. 
the game-winning goal, 
answered right back with a goal a 
minute later, ending the half with 
a 1-1 tie. 
In   the   second   half,   BU 
changed strategies, leaving JMU 
to adjust its game plan. 
Feldman said, "We played 
more offense in the second. The 
tempo carried over, plus we had 
the the wind in the second." 
The first score in the second 
half went to JMU when a penalty 
by BU gave senior mid fielder 
Aimee Vaughan a chance to kick. 
The kick was called back due 
to illegal motion on the defensive 
line. 
Vaughan's second try pro- 
duced a score when her kick was 
blocked into the net by BU 
sophomore goalie Meghan 
Lynch. 
JMU junior mid fielder Jodi 
Jacoby was there to get the 
rebound to produce another goal, 
putting the Dukes up 2-1. 
Six minutes later, Terrier 
freshman mid fielder Teresa 
Petruccelli came back and scored, 
tying the game 2-2. Heading into 
overtime, Lombardo encouraged 
the girls to play their best. 
Lauren Striztl said,"Coach 
Lombardo said that it's all about 
heart. If we could only play for 
one minute, then to play only one 
minute." 
Heading into the 15 minutes 
of sudden death overtime, both 
teams rallied the ball up and 
down the field until sophomore 
Jen Graham, assisted by Jacobi 
scored the game-winning goal, 
ending the game at 3-2. 
After the game, Lombardo 
said, "This was the first time that 
we had played BU and we knew 
that they were going to be a 
tough, scrappy kind of team. 
Those kind of teams give us a lit- 
tle trouble. We dug down today 
and we showed the depth we 
play with. 
"I think we played 17-18 play- 
ers throughout the course of the 
game, and we had three goals 
called back and I think it was 
deserving to finally get the game- 
winner," he said. 
JMU next plays University of 
Oregon Sept. 26 in Greensboro, 
N.C. 
He's got the Knight moves, on and off the field 
by Mike Gesario 
contributing writer 
In an era when athletes are 
often over-paid, egocentric and 
uninspired, JMU's Kevin Knight 
is a pleasant surprise. Knight 
stands apart from other athletes of 
his time, as he blends together 
natural ability, a hard work ethic, 
unwavering confidence and a 
strong spiritual belief. As a result 
of these valuable attributes, 
Knight has become a leader on a 
very young and inexperienced 
Dukes soccer team. 
Yet, Knight, a junior and co- 
captain on JMU's undefeated 
men's team, believes he still has a 
lot of work to do and much to 
accomplish Last summer, Knight 
participated in an Adidas soccer 
camp in Florida. 
"The higher ups' in the soccer 
community see that soccer players 
don't play enough competitively 
outside of the regular seasons, 
especially during the summer," 
said Knight, a two-time all CAA 
second team member. "So they 
wanted to provide an 
environment, a month-long 
league, and have players come 
down and play at a high level of 
competition and try to raise the 
level of the college players." 
Players were selected to attend 
the camp by coaches, such as 
JMU's Tom Martin, who were 
surveyed and asked to nominate 
players they felt were eligible for 
the camp. As a result, only the 
best undergraduate players can 
attend. Both Knight and senior 
forward Geoff Honeysett were 
selected from the Duke's roster. 
Honeysett was not able to attend 
due to an internship. 
Martin said, "It's an honor just 
to go there. It is probably the best 
thing going for kids in this age 
group. They get exposed to 
different coaches and see a lot of 
better players and are challenged 
by it" Martin calls the experience 
"invaluable." 
At the camp, Knight played an 
"all-out defensive position," which 
helped him improve his ability to 
drop back and defend. This will 
help him since, although a mid 
fielder, he drops back into a "deep 
mid fielder position" when 
opponents attack with three 
forwards. 
Knight said, "I learned a lot 
tactically. I'd never been to 
anything like mis. It was beneficial 
playing with different players and 
getting a feel for where other guys 
are." 
Knight, who has started all but 
four of the Dukes games during 
his three years at JMU, also looked 
at the chance to participate in the 
camp as a way to communicate 
and express his views spiritually. 
"I look at it as another opportunity 
to glorify God's name and tell 
more people about Jesus and how 
they can be reconciled to God 
through him," said Knight. 
When talking to Knight about 
his ability and personality, talking 
about God is unavoidable. Knight 
is an extremely humble person 
with strong Christian roots. He 
doesn't want to appear better than 
anyone else and wants little glory 
or attention. In fact, he was 
concerned this article would give 
him too much undeserved glory. 
"I was blessed to be raised in a 
home that taught me at an early 
age the importance of having a 
relationship with God through 
Jesus Christ, and that helped shape 
my life in amazing ways," Knight 
said. 
Knight also believes he took that 
teaching and has grown with it, 
especially at college. He brings his 
outlook on life with him when he 
takes to the soccer field. 
"My goal is to bring glory to 
God in all circumstances and 
aspects of my life," he said. "It is 
harder when you are in a 
competitive environment." 
He also said he tries to remain 
calm and focused even in times 
when he isn't playing up to his 
capability. He hopes this will lead 
to additional respect from his 
teammates, as well as his 
opponents. 
Martin described Knight's 
religious convictions as an 
"individual thing." He also said he 
believes it is a very positive aspect 
ofKnighfslife. 
"I think it actually helps him in 
soccer and in life," Martin said. 
Knight believes the opposite. "I 
look at it [soccer] as a vehicle to 
glorify God and as a way to try to 
point people towards him." 
As for this season, Knight isn't 
too surprised about the Dukes' 
undefeated record. 
"I think we have come a long 
way," he said. "The first two 
games were sloppy. We have 
settled down a lot and looked to 
keep possession of the ball and 
have increased our intensity at 
various positions on the field.'' 
He points out mat in the Dukes 
4-1 win at Bucknell, the Dukes 
probably played their best first half 
of the year so far, only to play what 
may have been their worst half of 
the season in the second half. 
"There are still a lot of things to 
improve on," Knight said. "We 
have to maintain that level for the 
90 minutes in a game." 
If the Dukes can play as they, 
did against Bucknell, Knight 
believes the Dukes will be able to 
beat the teams on top of the CAA. 
Regardless of what happens 
during the course of the season, 
one thing is certain; the Dukes 
have a leader in Knight who will 
remained focused on leading them 
to victory, both on and off the field. 
"We just have to remember that 
every opponent is capable of 
beating us if we are not focused 
and not working hard or not 
playing well," Knight said as he 
pointed out that in the previous 
two years, the Dukes have gotten 
off to quick starts. 
FILE PHOTO 
Junior Kevin Knight goes airborne in a game last season. Knight 
has started in the mid-field for three years. 
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Topic foR ThuRscky, 
SEpTEIVlbER 25: 
A Harrisonburg man, 
claiming to be HIV- 
positive, was charged 
with attempted capital 
murder Tuesday after 
spitting on a police 
officer. Has AIDS become 
a weapon or have the 
courts gone too far? 
Face Off is a new feature in The Breeze that allows you 
to voice your opinion on a given topic. Topics will be 
announced in every Monday issue. Type up your 
thoughts and send it, e-mail it or bring it on down to The 
Breeze office. Responses should be no more than 350 
words. Please include your name, year, major, and 
phone number. 
Get your name in print! 
If you clon'l stop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes. 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. US Department! Transportation 
■is \ 
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The JMU volleyball team came home from the Georgetown 
University Invitational with a 1-2 record, as it dropped matches to 
Georgetown and Wright State University before sweeping Western 
Kentucky University in its final match. 
Sophomore outside hitter Lindsay Collingwood was named to the 
All-Tournament team, as she recorded 44 kills on the weekend. 
"We lost to Georgetown on the first day in a match we should have 
won," JMU head coach Chris Beerman said. "We didn't finish any of 
the games. It was kind of a disappointing match. We didn't execute." 
The Dukes dropped the first game to the Hoyas, before winning 
game two, 15-11. The Dukes then faded down the stretch, losing 15-11 
and 15-13 in the final two games. 
JMU next dropped a hafd-fought match to a tough Wright State 
team. The Dukes won the first game 15-12, and also won the third 15- 
7. Once again, JMU faltered in the last two games, losing 15-7 and 15-8 
to drop the match. 
"[Wright State] played a tough match and controlled the ball," 
Beerman said. "We didn't compete very hard. That's a little disap- 
pointing. We could have played a little better at the end." 
The Dukes made sure not to drop any late games in their final 
match, as they swept Western Kentucky, 15-11,15-10, and 15-8. "It was 
a good way to finish," Beerman said. "We played really well." 
Despite the final win, the tournament losses showed Beerman the 
Dukes have some work to do before they begin CAA play on Friday 
against George Mason. 
"We need to finish games that we're leading," Beerman said, 
should be 10-4, honestly, but we're 7-7." 
 nD 
Beth Tyson attempts a dig in a Dukes' match earlier this season. The Dukes 
Western Kentucky in the Georgetown Invitational Tournament this weekend, 
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Senior Jake Edwards fires on goal In the Dukes' season opener against Radford. 
The Dukes still haven't lost, defeating East Carolinia 2-0 yesterday. 
The JMU men's soccer team remained undefeated by defeating the East Carolina 
University Pirates yesterday, 2-0. 
Senior forward Trevor Hirst scored off a rebound six minutes into the game, and 
junior Mike Brizendine, last week's CAA Player of the Week, iced the game in the 
second half as the Dukes improved to 7-0 on the year. 
The Dukes, ranked seventh in the country, peppered the Pirate goal keeper with 
30 shots, while the young JMU defense held East Carolina to just five shots. 
JMU sophomore goal keeper Bill DuRoss was forced to make just three saves in 
the game. 
Brizendine led the Dukes with six shots on goal, while junior mid fielder Kosta 
Boumelis recorded four shots as well as the assist on the final goal. 
In a physical contest, freshman mid fielder Chad Porter was issued a caution 60 
minutes into the game along with the Pirate he was tangling with. Eleven minutes 
later, senior forward Geoff Honeysett received a yellow card of his own. 
The win against East Carolina came on the heels of a 2-1 defeat over the 
University of Delaware Sept. 17. The Blue Hens, who dropped to 0-4 on the season, 
got on the board first when Chris Ricevuto found the back of he net. 
The Delaware lead was short-lived, however, as JMU stormed back a minute and 
thirty seconds later with a Honeysett goal. 
With 1135 remaining in the match, Honeysett was fouled in the penalty box and 
converted the ensuing penalty kick for his second goal of the match and the eventual 
game-winner. 
The Dukes out-shot Delaware 26-5, while DuRoss was untested most of the game, 
making only two saves. 
Delaware goal keeper Joaquin Hurtado was forced to make a career high 15 saves 
in the loss. 
The Blue Hens improved their showing from last season's debacle in the 
JMU/Sheraton Four Points Invitational. Delaware was drubbed 7-0 by the Dukes, in 
what would rum out to be JMU's biggest win of the season. 
The Dukes travel to Winston-Salem, N.C. Friday to take on ACC rival Wake 
Forest. The Dukes defeated the Demon Deacons 1-0 last season, and are 2-1 against 
ACC teams. 
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FOXFIELD 
ADMISSION TICKETS 
ARE ON SALE AT THE 
UNIVERSITY OUTPOST 
ON PORT REPUBLIC ROAD 
(BEHIND THE DAIRY QUEEN) 
432-0287 
2061-F Evelyn Byrd Ave. (Behind Valley Mall) 
Harrisonbui? • (540) 432-3699 
The Area's: 
BEST Food 
BEST Values 
BEST Night-Life 
Your Line-Up For Fun 
TONIGHT 
People Help MDA Help People 
MDA 
Fall Festival 1997 
Monday, September 22, 1997 
The parking lot across from the 
Daily News Record 
Admission: $1 
Donation to the Muscular Dystrophy 
Association 
presenting the: 
World Famous Budweiser 
Clydesdales 
parade at 5:30pm, downtown Harrisonburg 
public viewing will follow at 6pm, 
in the parking lot behind City Hall 
have your picture taken with the 
Budweiser Clydesdales 
& 
The Fabulous Cruisers 
in concert from 6:00pm - 8:00pm 
viz 
m 
This event sponsored by: 
John D. Eiland Co., Inc. 
Harrisonburg jaycees 
Today's Hit Music PHOTO 
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Field Hockey sticks it to No. 16 Temple, 1-0 «•- 
by Keith Feigenbaum 
contributing writer 
In a game that would have 
made any field hockey purist 
proud, the fourth-ranked JMU 
field hockey team narrowly 
defeated the sixteenth-ranked 
Temple Owls yesterday, 1-0, at 
Bridgeforth _____ 
Stadium. //• 
Although nei-    I felt like I 
ther team dominat- 
ed this battle, each WUS totally Ifl 
showed why it is ^ 
so highly ranked in m\j ZOtie lOUCM. 
the national polls J 
with   impressive ] WUS TeallU 
mixtures of both -                         J 
skill   and    team JOCUSeCl OH the 
But, in the end,  hall all [durinQ 
it    was    JMU's     , 
impenetrable  the gCUtie.} 
defense      which 
stole the show, and 
improved    their 
season record to 7- 
1. 
"The   defense - 
made some great plays," head 
coach Christy Morgan said. "At 
times some people came up witt/ 
some key plays." 
And in a one goal game, every 
key play potentially factors into 
the outcome. This was especially 
true yesterday as senior goalie 
Tara Perilla, who finished with 
seven saves, made stop after stop, 
including an impressive save on 
a shot which rolled perilously 
along the goal line. 
Perilla said, "We've been talk- 
ing about the 'zone' lately. I felt 
like I was really in my zone 
today. I was really 
focused on the ball 
all [during the] 
game. I even pulled 
that one off the 
line." 
With the loss, 
Temple's record fell 
to 3-4, possibly 
dropping them 
from the top 20 
rankings. 
The play that 
decided the game 
for the Dukes came 
with 10 minutes 
remaining in the 
first half, as senior 
Holly Garriot fired 
the   ball   into   a 
crowd of players, 
and junior captain Tara Nappi 
knocked it past Owl's goalie Deb 
Brown, who had eight saves, for 
the game's only goal. 
Nappi said, "I was just there 
at the right time and knocked it 
in." 
,// 
JOHN DOE /staff photographer 
Sophomore Coleen Krieger races after the ball in the Dukes 1-0 victory over Temple on Sunday. 
Krieger and the Dukes next travel to the University of Virginia on Sept. 24. 
Tara Perilla 
JMU senior goal keeper 
As proven yesterday, some- 
times all it takes is one person in 
the right place at the right time. 
Nappi filled that role for the 
Dukes and the results were posi- 
tive, but the Dukes' inability to 
finish consistently on their 14 
shots drew the ire of coach 
Morgan. f 
"We definitely are a finishing 
team, but we're not finishing 
right now," she says. "We've got 
great shot options and we had 
many opportunities, but we have 
to take responsibility and finish 
those [shots]." 
However, it is a testament to 
both the Dukes impressive 
resolve and dominant defense to 
defeat such a relentless opponent, 
without one of their more domi- 
nant offensive performances. 
Perilla said, "We're just a 
scrappy team. We never let up." 
The Dukes have no chance for 
a let-up, as they battle fifth- 
ranked University of Virginia 
next for bragging rights on Sept. 
24, at 7 p.m. at Bridgeforth 
Stadium. 
TOWN & CfiMPUS 
RECORDS 
20 W. Water St. 
Open Mori Sat. 10:00-8:00 
Sun, 12:00-5:00 
OPEN tonight at Midnight for 
NEW RELEASE SALE: 
EPMT) "BJORK  KMFDM 
DREAM RATER'SUMD7\YS 
M0RPHiNL(B-sid,?s) STEflEOiAB 
FLlON JOHN (single available Tuesday) 
433-5550 
DECEMBER '97 AND SPRING '98 GRADUATES 
in ISAT and CIS MAJORS 
i.-Wi'J Tethnologies, Int. 
will be visiting your campus for the 
scheduled fall '97 recruiting events. 
RWD is a nationally recognized leader that 
assists Fortune 500 companies in 
developing and implementing customized 
systems that improve human performance 
in the workplace. RWD is a leader in using 
the latest technologies. We need engineers 
and scientists to design, develop, and 
implement client systems. You will work 
directly with our customers in creating 
customized solutions Working with RWD 
will develop your technical leadership and 
management skills. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: 
Engineers and Applied Scientists 
to support the implementation of enterprise-wide 
software systems, support performance-ba*ed training 
in manufacturing environments, and software 
implementation initiatives 
Finance and Accounting Majors 
to support the development of end-user performance 
support systems for companies implementing integrated 
financial application packages 
HTML Authors and Web Developers 
to support large-scale intranet or internet development 
projects 
Software Developers 
to support online financial services, sales force 
automation, customer service, and real-time diagnostic 
applications using Visual C++, Java, and 
PowerBuilder/Visual Basic 
'bripg people and 
technology 
together 
RWD provides an exciting, fast-paced 
environment, with an outstanding 
benefits package (including in-house 
technical training and tuition 
reimbursement), competitive salaries, 
and excellent performance and growth 
incentives. We will be on campus for 
the JMU Career Fair on Thursday, 
September 25th. We will be hosting 
an Info Session on Wednesday 
October 15th from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
and conducting on-campus interviews 
on Thursday, October 16th. 
You may also send your resume and e-mail 
address to 
RWD Technologies. Inc 
ATTN   RECRUITING. HRE-217 
10480 Little Pahnent Parkway 
Columbia. MO 21044 
• FAX  410-964-6667 
http://www.rwd.com 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
. - ;.      - .. ,.   ... * - •» «■ m L. u . 
I 
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Will your company grow as fast as you do? 
Almost every company's recruiting ad promises you rapid growth. But before mak- 
ing any decisions, ask them how fast they're growing. After all, you're going to have 
trouble moving up if your company isn't. 
Over the last five years, while economic conditions stalled many organizations, 
Andersen Consulting averaged 20% growth per year. 
Compare that figure to any other firm you're considering. 
It could be the difference between getting ahead. And banging 
your head. 
ANDERSEN 
CONSULTING 
KJ Andersen Consulting. An equal opportunity employci 
Congratulations 
to these James Madison University graduates who elected to pursue a career with Andersen Consulting: 
laic littseh Mindy Fisher 
Simon Chang Lauren Knapp 
Alex Derhovunncssian Kathleen Lawson 
Cameron l;ilipour Debra l.ucihello 
Im/n'iiiiiii iliiic.s i<> remember: 
('arcer I air: 
Al IP sponsored Information Session: 
Resume Drop Deadline: 
Campus Interview: 
Carrie Luongo 
Kevin Miller 
Kara Oglelree 
Shannon Rossiier 
Stephanie Tomedeu 
Christopher Venezia 
September 25lh 
October 2nd, 7:00 pin, Showkcr room 105 
Information session open to all majors, reception to follow 
October 7th 
November 7th 
■»—»■». 
Arts and Sciences 
Symposium 
Featured Speaker 
Richard W. Wrangham 
Professor of Anthropology 
Harvard University 
Ape and Superape: 
The Continuing 
Evolution of Human 
Violence 
Monday, September 22, 1997 
7:00 p.m. 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, JMU 
i 
TIME OUT. 
SPORTS GRILL 
COSMIC BOWLING 
COMING SOON! 
434-8721 
lie 
Best place in 
the 'burg 
to watch 
football, 
NCAA, b-ball, 
NBA, NHL 
via satellite 
1/2 price pizza 
Monday nights 
Play NTN 
Trivia QB One 
Friday night 
Ladies Night 6-9pm 
1/2 price appetizers 
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Jootutf ?<n ?ccil <n P<wt lime 7&**6?\ 
Local marketing firm seeking client service representatives to represent 
major non-profit organizations throughout the country! 
We Offer: 
Great Starting Pay ($8/hour) 
Friendly Office Environment 
Team Oriented Environment 
Hands On Training 
(includes computer training) 
Benefits Package For Full Timers 
We Seek: 
Good Communications Skills 
Good Listening Skills 
Good Work Ethic 
Flexibility With Work Schedule 
Enthusiasm, Team Player 
Motivation 
Call Human Resources for more info. Call Mon.- Fri. (8:30-5:30) @ (540) 564-9600 
taster 1987. A&: *> Easiei 1988, Age 6 Easier 1989. Aff'^ 
E 
Lorien Lea Denham. 
Killed by ci dnink driver on Gixxl Friday, Man h 29. 1991, at 
College Park Drive and Hwy. 19 North in Meridian, Miss. 
If you don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes 
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK. 
ANDD, IADERSHIP EDUCATION M DIXEVTLOPMENT 
ft THE MADtSOH LEADERSHIP CENTER 
PRESENTS: 
DR. Bill Mc DCN/UE 
VICF-PRESIDENT SIUDENI AHAIRS CARSON NEWMAN COUKE 
IN 
VllhSl JOIN VS FOR THIS INTERACTIVE PRESENTATION 
EXPLORING RACISMJMRSITY, AND GROUP DYNAMICS/! 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1997 
6:30PM-9:30PM WARREN HALL 410 
FOR MORE INFORMATION & TO RSVP PLE * <E     L MATT ©6842 
 OR THE MADISON LEADERSHIP CENTER @6538  
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SPECIAL 
SAVINGS 
In the Valley Mall 
1925E. Market Street 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
for You 
with this coupon 
—~A Mon.Tues, & vveu Offer good Mon 
540-564-2636 
Complete Nail Care for 
Ladies & Gentlemen 
Have No Nails? 
Bite Your Nails? 
Have Weak Nails? 
Come to California Nails Today 
Walk-Ins Welcome 
Full Set of Nails $22, Filling $13 
HOURS: Mon-Sat 10AM-9PM, Sun 12:30 PM-5:30 PM      
EXPERIENCE THE SPECIAL CARE AND SERVICE THAT CALIFORNIA NAILS IS FAMOUS FOR! 
~ 
uMK 
NOTWEARINGA 
SAFETY BELT CAN COST 
YOU AN ARM S A LEG. 
•It's against the law. So if you don't want a ticket, buckle up. 
Or, you could become broke in more ways than one. 
— t 
YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROH A DUMMY.' 
BUCKLE TOUR SAFETY BELT, 
I 
"^ 
I*    K    I    \    (      I     I"    I      I     S I     \    I)        RKTIREMEN'I        1   N   V   t    « 
Average annual compound ralei of total return (periods ending 6/30/97)* 
YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO COMPLETELY 
OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT WAYS TO 
INVEST IN STOCKS. WE RECOMMEND BOTH. 
Whether you want a fund that selects 
specific stocks, or one that covers the 
market, we're on the same page. Our CREF 
Growth and CREF Equity Index Accounts 
use two distinct strategies for investing in the 
stock market, but both aim to provide what 
every smart investor looks for: long-term 
growth that outpaces inflation.00 
The CREF Growth Account searches 
for individual companies that we believe 
are poised for superior growth. In contrast, 
the Equity Index Account looks for more 
diversification, with 
U.S. stock market as a whole. 
Like our CREF Stock Account, the largest 
singly managed equity fund in America?00 and 
our Global Equities Account, which actively 
seeks opportunities 
worldwide, our 
accounts are managed 
by experienced 
M W 2W1* 
I year '!»• Hint* 4 in lit 
w m m ft 
NIIKC mcrplir 
a portfolio that 
seeks to mirror the 
4/n/v        experience of the 
investment professionals. They're the same 
experts who have helped make TIAA-CREF 
the largest pension system in the world, with 
$190 billion in assets under management. 
To find out more about building your 
portfolio—and your future—with TIAA- 
CREF, just call 1 800 842-2776. And take 
your pick. 
Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape k." 
•The fni.ll returni shown lor CRKK variable annmiv 
the accounts will tluttuate. and vteldt may vary Upon redempt ■matt rcpr..™ pu, ^K, Toul w„ ,„d ,h. pr,„,pj nb, „f ,„„,,„,,.„,. ,„ 
•   
,
 * ""P,,°" WOT «ccuinubtion H MM h. worth mor, o. W„ >h.n .hr.r omiiul om. 
Investment results are alter all investment. administrative, and distribution expenses ha— ' '-'     -   '   "•*'■ 
Retirement Annuities subject to the terms of your insiitution * plan. They are available for all SunnUm,.*...! »--»-     "" a""" *" *•?*• n   *   ?' 
^» under MUf,.« CUP MlSett. «~ diMnbu,«J bv TIAACRKF l„d.v«UI «i hSSZ\tl«"   £■«        rl.     ^ °" 
.-lud.n, th,,8„ „d .,„-> ul I 800 .M2-2733. ...   5609. !o, . pnmfKm   R»,l g pC3Xj^ ^^Z^'Z^^T 
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Somewhere Out There \Seth Thompson 
Al LE&TI CA-VA ALWAYS D^PEHD^N 
^OOLD fat/fW'Lt^/./*£&, 
£001^ Use A £ooD fous»iNg/^ 
It's never too early 
to begin thinking 
about your future. 
Finance Trainee Program 
Career Fair: September 25th 
Pre-select Deadline: September 30th 
On-Campus Interviews: October 27th 
Circuit City Stores, Inc. promotes a drug-free work place and is an equal 
opportunity employer with career opportunities available throughout the U.S. 
Stitchface & Sock \Bob & Marty Z 
* 
HEY, 5T'TCHFACE, 
Sbu M°^ UFE lS A 
£AME. XT'S FfcAYED wrm 
FOUL$   AXJD   EXTRA POI/0TS 
AKJP A  BALL   WVE  OF 
CHEESECAKE. 
&*- 
to. 
~«H.-i 
,/' 
v. 
THE   L05E^ MUST PA/OCE. 
XT%5 FU/J T/MEj 
^-lifa  shorHUJ l.-b a UyUU/wB df-M 
*>. 
»•?*=} 
Mesquite Grided Foods 
Family Fun Dining 
Featuring Chicken»Steaks«Ribs»Seafood 
4S Join us on Monday 
nights for football at| 
J. Willobys 
ROAOHOUSE 
All-U-Can Eat Crab Left Sections $6.9! 
While Supplies Last' 
Specials on Willobys Starters:    Featuring fill 
Your choice.... 
Willoby s Cheese Fries 
Roadhouse Wings 
J's Chicken Strips 
Macho Nachos 
Only $4.50 
Your Favorite 
Beverages and 
Halftime 
specials! 
574-3644 • 1221 Forest Hill Rd. 
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Finally, women's health 
care that gives you a choice 
At Blue Ridge Women's Health Center, we 
meet all of your health care needs in 
one facility. You can see a qualified male 
or female practitioner, whichever you're 
more comfortable with. And you'll find 
everything from simple exams to 
advanced laser treatment available at 
one place. Your place. Call today. 
Healthy Choices for you: 
•Contraceptive planning including Depoprovera • STD 
screening and treatment • Papsmear and Gynecologic exam 
• Breast exam • Pre and Post natal care • PMS and 
Menopause therapy • Certified Mammography • Complete 
fitness and weight loss program • Solution oriented pelvic 
pain treatments. 
Richard E.N. Sedwick, M.D. Leonard W. Aamodt, M.D. 
Martha A. Jones, C.N.M. Patricia A. Bass, C.N.M. 
Nancy S. Christy, O.G.N.P. 
Affordable care when you need it: 
• Morning, evening & Sat. hours 
•Trigon, BC/BS, Key Advantage, PPOl 
FEP, Champus, CIGNA provider 
• Payment plans available - Visa/MC 
Richard E.N. 
SedwickJVI.D. 
DIRECTOR 
Board certified: A.B.O.G. 
Fellow: A.C.O.G. 
Blue Ridge 
Women's Health Center 
The choices you need, the caring you want 
Call: (540) 433-6613 or 
Call toll-free: 1-800-833-6613 
Awful Arthurs 
HmnNii) < <o*i i»tx% 
2350 PORT REPUBLIC ROAD* HARRISONBURG (EXIT 245 - 2 MILES EAST OF 1-81, ON PORT REPUBLIC ROAD) 
30 W. Water St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 
433-9874 
NIGHTLY SPECIALS 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL: Free appetizers 
at Halftime-Great Prizes 
TUESDAY NIGHTS: 2 lbs of crab legs for the price 
ofl lb-plus live entertainment 
*Tues, Sept 23-Spilling Dew-lO pm-No cover! 
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS: 250 Oysters 
* Jimmy O-lOpm 
THURSDAY NIGHTS: Bucket Night 
* Thurs, Sept 25-J in Mary-lO pm-No cover! 
SUNDAYS: Brunch, 11AM-3PM 
Prime Riband Crab Legs-lnds on us 
ALL LEGAL BEVERAGES 
Harrisonburg's one and only RAW Bar. 
» J      in 
maammmm 
Here On Planet Earth\Scott Trobaugh 
I WAS Oter-TAuarJs 
AMD, QUITE FRAfllOY, 
I'M FR^HTENEb. 
WHY? 
Y o 
*TFWr's. NOT A ajitfmuM.    1 
jB| — 
lkl^^Wl_vl 
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fYoO 'REALI-ZE, OF COORSF, 
THAT THESF ~THlbl6,s cm 
COMB TO MY ATTENTION 
i*teN Yoo VIS\T. 
Airboard \ Joe Booe 
J>eDIETED   To 7H056 
u/o -^i/c GLASS 
AT       8 At* 
\ {)()7   FALL   RUNNING   OF 
Foxfield Races 
SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 28th 
GATESOPEN AT 10:30 A.M. -POSTTIME 1:OORM. 
I OK \l'\ W< I DI'\KKI\0 WDII Kllll UI\IOK\l\HO\( ()\l \( 
FOXFIELD RACING ASSOCIATION 
Welcome back students! 
Starl your semesicr off right and make Kinkos your resource, day or night, for great 
producis and services, like black & while copies and in-store computer rental. 
■ PrmnUluwufcrUi      ■ Internet Access 
■ Hill color copies ■ Digital cokir output directly front 
■ Kesiiim- services your disk to our color printers 
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE 
black & white copies 
fcryor» regulariypnted.lv.",, 11" Mick and white copy on ?oll> 
white bond and receive a second copy flttl tanit so free copws 
per customer Offer is limited to one coupon per product type pec 
transaction. Coupon mutt be presented at time of purchase and 
B not valid with otlier IIKCOUIH programs offer valid at time of 
purchase only and may not be discounted or credited toward 
future purchases. Valid at KinfaVi listed location only. Void wlieie 
prohibited by law No cash value. 
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. 7 OAYS A WEEK 
1010 S. Main St. ■«J3-9287 
kinkoT 
The new way to office.* 
r 
AAA176 EXP 9/30/97 
RENT ONE HOUR, GET ONE HOUR FREE 
self-serve computer rental 
Rent one hour and get one hour (Ml. up to one hour tree pec rus- 
lomer Subject to avaOMily Includes Macintosh* and II** self 
serve or design workstations. Offer rs Irmrled to one coupon per 
product type per nansaction Coupon must be presented at time of 
pmrhase and h not valid with other discount programs Offer valid 
at time of purchase only and may not be discounted or credited 
towaid future purdunrn. Valid at Kmfco's listed location only Void 
where orohdjited by taw No cash value. 
OPEN 24 HOURS A MY. 7 DAYS A WEEK 
1010 S. Main St. ■ 433-9287 
kaWcor 
The new way to office." 
AAA177 EXP 9/30/97 
0Pf/V !t HOURS   7 DAYS A ,\f[K 
'r—ll,»nrn-~.m»,~«.^^.^r._^» ■HI   |l      Hi     Mil 
■ 
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CONGRATULATIONS! 
APRIL GAMBLE & BLAIR WHITE 
EACH WINNERS OF A $500 
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR 
INTERN SCHOLARSHIP 
For more information on our internships and 
how you can win a $500 Scholarship from 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car. call ERIC SCHNURR at 
703-448-8121 
Enterprise 
rent-a-car 
CHA-NELL-O'S 
Pizza • Subs • Wings 
MONDAY MADNESS 
Small 10" Pepperonl Pizza 
Za99    +Tax 
Cany Out Only 
574-4700 
Call Ahead For 10 Minute Pick-up 
Limit 10 pizzas per order 
425 N. Main St. 
I Iarrisonburg 
Open Daily 11 am 
Open Late 2 am 
Fri. & Sat. till 3 am 
ATTENTION 
TOYOTA 
OWNERS 
and Other Japanese Imports 
Now Open for Business 
Valley import Service 
1*   Your Toyota Specialist     ^V 
Ow 25 yaora cxpwtanca 
Robby Croome 'David Pecor' Mike Davis 
ASE Certified Master Technicians 
•Personal Quality Service 
at Reasonable Prices 
•15K, 30K & 60K 
Scheduled 
Maintainance 
'Brake Work'Tune- 
ups'Timing Belts • 
Repack Wheel 
Bearings'All other 
service and repair needs 
1170 Virginia Ave., Harriaonbarg 
(540)433-6051 
Hours: 8-5 Mon-Fri 
Rt. 42 North, neat to Neighbors Exxon 
You are Invited to sing In the 
Harrisonburg Baptist 
Church College Chorale 
Auditions will be held Monday-Wednesday. 
Sept. 22-24. from 4-6pm at the church, 
501 S. Main St. 
For more information contact 
David Williams. Minister of Music: 
433-2456 or 434-3997 
Be a part of an exciting 
performing ensemble with 
a church affiliation! 
10% OFF       I  THINK AHEAD. APPLY TODAY." CALL l'800'CITIBANK 
IM/I'I'V-V    -WfVfl 3    I H997 Citibank (South Dakota), N A 
FOR RENT 
University Place - 4BR apt*. 
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple 
Real Estate Inc. (540)433-9576. 
Room for rant ASAPI Must be 
responsible & respectful! Excellent 
location for students. 1210 S. 
Main St. Call 432-6328 for info. 
Sub-lease Jan.-Auf. - Southview. 
new apt. Rent negotiable. Travis. 
801-0215. , 
Luxury loft condo - At Hunter's 
Ridge or Forest Hills townhome. 
$1.300/mo. Available June 1998. 
Call       Jordan.       564-1388. 
owner/agent. 
Room - Female, your own 
bathroom, 3rd floor unit with 
cathedral ceilings, fireplace. Rent 
includes water, sewage, trash 
removal. Call 574-4711. 
Nice furnished room - Close to 
JMU. Utilities, laundry room, cable, 
kitchen privaledges included. 
$375/mo. + deposit. 432 9005 or 
pager, (540)887-9369. 
FOR SALE 
Great Investment property - 3BR 
brick ranch in city. Low 
maintenance. On JMU bus route! 
Buy now & rent fast for fall term. 
Quick possession. $124,900. Call 
today, (540)434-4768. 
Come for a creative •hoppine 
SBrt""*' Gm * Thrift   227 N* 
CLASSIFIEDS 
1H 3HT__-JEJ THEfBREEZE Monday.^ept.22 35 
Homebrewlng supplies - Malts, 
la ir,"?' '2ct07 *a"anty, 
*9~t00/°°°- Call Kristie. 298- 3526, after 7 p.m. 
™ Ford F#,u" " Excellent 
^A^M89m^iC' 'KW b,aheS 
Toyata Tercel 1996 - 11,000 
miles, 4 speed. $9,000 or take 
?a!r-7P.a);T^t; VW convertible. 1987, $4,500. 433-3153 
HELP WANTED 
Spring Break! Free travel/highest 
commissions. Jamaica, Cancun 
Bahamas. Barbados. Florida & 
more! Eat. drink, party free' 
SunSplash Tours. (800)426-7710. 
$1,500 weekly potential mailing 
°
u
' circulars. For info call (202)452-5940. 
Earn $750-S1.50O/wk - Raise all 
the money your group needs by 
sponsoring a VISA fundraiser on 
your campus. No investment & 
very little time needed. There's no 
obligation, so why not call for info 
today. Call (800)323^454 x95. 
Superstar students needed! Earn 
$ signing up classmates for our 
credit cards. Opportunity to 
advance to campus manager 
involving hiring & training. No car 
required. Must be outgoing & 
aggressive! Flexible hours & great 
Income! Call Lori at (800)592 
2121 xl30. 
Tree removal co. needs part-time 
a.m. groundman. 833-4300. 
Gymnastics officials needed to 
judge local high school gymnastics 
teams. Info meeting will be held 
Wednesday. Sept. 24 at 6:30 p.m. 
in Godwin 341. Inquires can also 
be made, call 828-3491. 
Lost - Ruby, diamond tennis 
bracelet. If found call Leslie. 574- 
0578. 
SERVICES 
National DJ Connection - Great 
party music since 1985! Call 433- 
0360. 
Rocktown Entertainment - For all 
parties/formals. 433-0103 or 
crownmall .com/rocktown 
SCash for colleges - Grants & 
scholarships available from 
sponsors! Great opportunity. Call 
now, (800)532-8890. 
Shenandoah Bible Institute - 
http://www.shenbible.org 
Horse boarding - Many trails, 
riding ring, large pastures. Riding 
lessons available to boarders. 
269-2273. 
Harrlsonburg marketing office - 
Earn up to $12/hr. Immediate 
opening for dependable, 
enthusiastic person. Part-time 
evenings. Call (540)434-7290. 
Free T-shirt ♦ $1,000 - Credit 
Card fundraisers for fraternities 
sororities & groups. Any campus 
organization can raise up to 
$1,000 by earning a whopping 
$5/VlSA application. Call (800) 
932-0528 x65. Qualified callers 
receive free T-shirt. 
Wildlife/Natural       Resource 
research firm is hiring polite, 
reliable people to conduct 
telephone interviews (no sales). 
Flexible, part-time evening shts. 
Monday-Saturday, $5.50/hr to 
start. Apply at 130 Franklin Street; 
no phone calls please. 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost     -     Butane     lighter, 
"Prometheus." sentimental value. 
Reward. x4987. Kevin. 
NOTICE 
For more Information and 
assistance regarding the 
Investigation of financing 
business opportunities A work-at- 
home opportunities, contact the 
Batter Business Bureau Inc., 
at 1-800-533-5501. 
WANTED 
Exotic dancers wanted - Male and 
female. Call (304)249-5068. 
Someone to teach piano lessons 
to self-motivated teen - Has 
progressed through basics. In our 
home, after school or evenings. 
Must have own transportation. 
574-0861, evenings. 
Two handbell ringers - Who read 
music, for Asbury College Handbell 
Choir. Rehearses Wednesdays at 
Asbury UMC from 7-8 p.m. 
Transportation available. Contact 
Alison at 574-2335. 
Wanted - Nude models foi all 
drawing & painting classes at JMU. 
Times vary. $7.65/hr ($22.95 for 
a three hour class). Call Mr. 
Coulter. x6319 or email. 
coultejl.jmu.edu 
PERSONALS 
Lowest prices! Imprinted T-shirts, 
banners, promotional items, etc. 
CCRU 433-3734. ccruOrica.net 
Skydlve! Experience the thrill! 
skydiveorange.com. (540)942- 
3871. Ask about JMU discounts. 
Sport Cards  -  Game  Cards. 
Baseball. Basketball, Football. 
Hockey, Star Wars. Magic, etc. 
Buy/Sell. #1 shop in Valley. Dukes 
Sportscards, Dukes Plaza, 2355 
S. Main. Phone 433-DUKE. 
Attention Singles! Call the Date 
Solution to meet single 
men/women in your area. 
(900)776-5457 ext. 27. 
$2.95/min. 18+ yrs. 
Adoption - Loving couple wishes 
to adopt infant. Happy, secure 
home with full-time mom. We can 
help each other. Please call Dian 
& Joe at (800)579-1860 or 
collect. (703)830-1341. 
Baby Phi's - "Sometimes the best 
way to figure out who your are is to 
get to that place where you don't 
have to be anything else." Sisters 
of A* 
The Corner Pocket now hae 
electronic shuffle board! The TDU 
Coffeehouse now has computers 
with access to the web! 
Congratulations to the CHI 
pledge class of Phi CM Theta 
Professional Business Fraternity. 
Good luck this semester kids! 
Yolanda Jefferson, JIN Harris, 
Justin Lemrow, Kelly Anderson, 
Ja'kla Bowers, Becky Mincer. 
Paul Mabie & Kevin Huttln. 
Adoption 
Happily married pediatrician & 
pre-school teacher wish to 
become devoted dad & full-time 
mom to white newborn. Willing 
to comply wtth adoption laws. 
Please call Mark A Robyn, 
(800)484-7803, pki*7749. 
To place a classified ad In 
The Breeze, please come 
to The Breeze office in the 
basement of Anthony Seeger 
Hall, weekdays from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
,   Topic foR ThuRsdAy, SEpTEivibER 25: 
A Harrlsonburg man, claiming to be HIV-positive, was charged with 
attempted capital murder Tuesday after spitting on a police officer. 
Has AIDS become a weapon or have the courts gone too far? 
^r^?^^^^!^^^1^ ^ [0?*X:F" opnon 0° a 9*ven tope. Topes vri be announced h every Monday issue. Type up your thouc/its and send it. e-maJ 
it a bnng it on daAmo7te freeze office Responses should be no more than 350 wads. Rease include your name, year, mapr, and prxx^ rW«f Ort your name in print! 
Have you been a staff writer for The freeze for at least one semester? 
Do you want to become a 
senior writer? 
Send a cover letter and 3-5 dips to: 
KfMen Hei&§ 
Gl Anthony^eeger Hall       Due <€ODAy 
M6C6805 at 5 p.m. 
James Madison University 
Harrisonburg, VA 228a 
ATTENTION 
If yOU ARE A COMTRibuTJNq 
WMTER U/ho hopES IO 
bECOME A pAid, STAff 
WR.TER, yOU MUST ATTENd 
A u/ORkshop 
ThuRsdAy, SEPT. 25, 
1997 AT 5:15 p.M. AT 
ThE BREEZE if\ T^E 
bASEMENF of ANThoNy* 
SEEC,ER HAII. 
■■ ■■■i^™ 
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